00:24:13.500 --> 00:24:15.450
awhite: Alright, so I'm going to start the meeting.
141
00:24:15.960 --> 00:24:16.410
awhite: Right, all
142
00:24:19.860 --> 00:24:20.730
awhite: Right. Alright, so I'm gonna ask you
143
00:24:38.490 --> 00:24:39.120
Craig Wolf: With everybody
144
00:24:39.210 --> 00:24:39.780
And justice.
145
00:24:43.440 --> 00:24:44.880
awhite: Kelly wasn't able to get on. Right.
146
00:24:45.420 --> 00:24:46.260
annmariequartironi: Now, not yet.
147
00:24:46.740 --> 00:24:47.820
awhite: Okay, so
148
00:24:47.940 --> 00:24:48.750
Craig Wolf: Um,
149
00:24:49.170 --> 00:24:51.180
awhite: I need a motion to Clark.
150
00:24:51.300 --> 00:24:54.600
awhite: Pro Tem until Kelly gets on
151
00:24:55.620 --> 00:24:56.070
meredithheuer: Ocean.
152
00:24:56.790 --> 00:24:58.920

awhite: Meredith is their second
153
00:25:00.000 --> 00:25:00.510
Kristan Flynn: Second,
154
00:25:01.110 --> 00:25:04.860
awhite: Kristin, and I would like to have it be Emery. Are you okay with that.
155
00:25:05.010 --> 00:25:05.670
annmariequartironi: Yeah, that's fine.
156
00:25:06.420 --> 00:25:08.460
awhite: All those in favor of Emory being a clerk or
157
00:25:08.730 --> 00:25:09.840
awhite: Comments or questions about
158
00:25:11.400 --> 00:25:13.650
Craig Wolf: All those in favor of Emory being a quick pro tip.
159
00:25:16.260 --> 00:25:17.760
awhite: Raise your hand. Awesome.
160
00:25:18.240 --> 00:25:18.840
Pose.
161
00:25:19.920 --> 00:25:21.390
awhite: Motion carried. Ain't nothing
162
00:25:21.990 --> 00:25:23.910
awhite: Alright, so, Emery. Will you do them off.
163
00:25:24.210 --> 00:25:26.460
annmariequartironi: To our Miss Flynn.
164
00:25:27.030 --> 00:25:27.300
Here.

165
00:25:28.410 --> 00:25:29.190
Miss Stadler
166
00:25:30.930 --> 00:25:31.620
annmariequartironi: Mr. CASEY
167
00:25:32.460 --> 00:25:32.790
You're
168
00:25:35.970 --> 00:25:36.330
Craig Wolf: Here.
169
00:25:42.030 --> 00:25:42.990
awhite: I saw him here.
170
00:25:45.660 --> 00:25:45.930
awhite: Yep.
171
00:25:49.980 --> 00:25:50.370
annmariequartironi: Fewer
172
00:25:50.940 --> 00:25:51.240
Here.
173
00:25:53.400 --> 00:25:54.090
annmariequartironi: I'm forgetting.
174
00:25:55.260 --> 00:25:55.860
annmariequartironi: Mr. White
175
00:25:56.670 --> 00:25:59.280
Mike Rutkoske: Here Mr Rakowski here to
176
00:25:59.910 --> 00:26:01.890
annmariequartironi: Ski I knew I forgot you I'm sorry.
177
00:26:01.980 --> 00:26:04.620

meredithheuer: Well, and did you did you call Alyssa.
178
00:26:04.920 --> 00:26:08.430
awhite: Alyssa better bit is did she like, you know, Meredith, or
179
00:26:08.520 --> 00:26:09.540
meredithheuer: He must be delayed.
180
00:26:09.810 --> 00:26:10.650
awhite: Yeah, she's delayed.
181
00:26:10.800 --> 00:26:11.640
annmariequartironi: Delayed okay
182
00:26:12.090 --> 00:26:12.330
Yeah.
183
00:26:14.340 --> 00:26:15.330
awhite: Alright, so
184
00:26:15.630 --> 00:26:21.150
awhite: Before we get started with the we thought it would be appropriate to have a
moment of silence for all the corona arm.
185
00:26:21.780 --> 00:26:27.420
awhite: All the people that are the victims of the crime virus or coven 19 so if you
could please rise for a moment of silence, that would be great.
186
00:26:42.600 --> 00:26:43.350
awhite: All right. Thank you.
187
00:26:45.060 --> 00:26:54.210
awhite: So I, I asked grace I reached out to Grace and I thought it would be good to
get a student perspective as to how the students are reacted to this.
188
00:26:54.360 --> 00:26:55.050
awhite: Culture and stuff.
189

00:26:55.380 --> 00:26:57.360
awhite: So I reached out to grace our student arm.
190
00:26:57.540 --> 00:27:02.430
awhite: Rep to the board to see if she could partake in a little bit of the meaning,
give us a student rep so
191
00:27:02.760 --> 00:27:03.360
awhite: Grace, if you
192
00:27:03.690 --> 00:27:14.580
awhite: Mind starting out with a student report of one house learning going in this
school closure environment and how, from your perspective, you know, how's
everything going and stuff.
193
00:27:14.850 --> 00:27:18.150
Grace Affeldt: Okay. All right. Thank you. Um, can you hear me okay or
194
00:27:18.660 --> 00:27:20.130
Grace Affeldt: Okay. All right. Um,
195
00:27:21.000 --> 00:27:23.100
Grace Affeldt: It's definitely a very big change.
196
00:27:23.760 --> 00:27:26.040
Grace Affeldt: Especially since it all happen so abruptly.
197
00:27:27.210 --> 00:27:30.090
Grace Affeldt: I think the the teachers are doing a really great job of
198
00:27:30.210 --> 00:27:33.030
Grace Affeldt: Communicating with us and they'll give us office hours.
199
00:27:33.210 --> 00:27:33.570
Craig Wolf: Which
200
00:27:33.660 --> 00:27:34.620
Grace Affeldt: Which helps so

201
00:27:34.800 --> 00:27:38.970
Grace Affeldt: You can kind of try and understand the lesson, but they're also being
very flexible.
202
00:27:39.570 --> 00:27:40.950
Grace Affeldt: Especially with the workload.
203
00:27:41.160 --> 00:27:42.990
Grace Affeldt: And like the assignments.
204
00:27:43.260 --> 00:27:46.710
Grace Affeldt: Because like it's kind of hard to teach myself AP Calculus.
205
00:27:47.040 --> 00:27:49.800
Grace Affeldt: But they're being good. So that's great.
206
00:27:51.810 --> 00:27:54.270
Grace Affeldt: It's just definitely a big change, especially since like
207
00:27:54.450 --> 00:27:56.790
Grace Affeldt: This is supposed to be the second half of senior year.
208
00:27:57.000 --> 00:27:57.690
Grace Affeldt: And now I'm
209
00:27:57.900 --> 00:27:59.550
Grace Affeldt: Getting my room all day but
210
00:27:59.760 --> 00:28:03.540
Grace Affeldt: Um, I think we're all doing well. So it's good so far.
211
00:28:05.520 --> 00:28:07.500
awhite: Does anybody have any questions for grace.
212
00:28:14.460 --> 00:28:19.080
Antony Tseng: So grace is there. I mean, what he asked for us.
213

00:28:20.610 --> 00:28:22.860
Antony Tseng: What you feel with Nikki here.
214
00:28:23.460 --> 00:28:24.420
Antony Tseng: I know we're all feeling
215
00:28:26.130 --> 00:28:28.320
Grace Affeldt: Yeah. Um, I think that
216
00:28:28.380 --> 00:28:43.950
Grace Affeldt: Whole administration and especially Minnesota. She's doing a great
job with the weekly emails and trying to like keep hopes up and spirits and just
letting us know everything that they know, just so we don't feel on the outs and we
understand what's going on not just
217
00:28:45.000 --> 00:28:46.980
Grace Affeldt: Just so it's not all confusing, so it's
218
00:28:46.980 --> 00:28:47.370
Craig Wolf: It's
219
00:28:47.430 --> 00:28:48.000
Going well
220
00:28:51.120 --> 00:29:01.860
Antony Tseng: Okay. And are you aware that i guess i mean though the beacon mutual
aid group and a couple other organizations, is that okay so anybody needs anything
you were to be able to
221
00:29:03.060 --> 00:29:03.450
Antony Tseng: Yeah.
222
00:29:03.810 --> 00:29:09.090
Grace Affeldt: Yeah, I know that that lunch programs. I've heard great great things
about that. So that's one of the
223
00:29:09.600 --> 00:29:10.770
Grace Affeldt: Good things going on.
224

00:29:14.010 --> 00:29:20.220
awhite: Grace. I want to thank you. I know that it's it's difficult time especially
being a senior, you know, senior year things going on.
225
00:29:20.490 --> 00:29:26.910
awhite: And I want to thank you for taking a little time out of your day to update
us on the perspective, because we can only imagine, but to hear it from
226
00:29:27.180 --> 00:29:27.840
awhite: A senior that's
227
00:29:27.870 --> 00:29:30.030
awhite: Coming through it a lot more to us.
228
00:29:30.330 --> 00:29:31.140
Grace Affeldt: Yeah, thank you.
229
00:29:31.410 --> 00:29:32.940
awhite: Thank thank you very much grace.
230
00:29:33.060 --> 00:29:34.500
Craig Wolf: This is great. All right.
231
00:29:35.130 --> 00:29:36.030
awhite: Thank you. Bye bye.
232
00:29:40.710 --> 00:29:41.130
Craig Wolf: Alright.
233
00:29:42.450 --> 00:29:45.270
Craig Wolf: So I'm going to move to the superintendent support.
234
00:29:48.060 --> 00:29:51.300
awhite: Oh I'm sorry that I'm sorry, that was just unigram. I'm sorry, the workshop
235
00:29:52.200 --> 00:29:54.270
awhite: Matt and Emory. We're going to do a workshop on
236

00:29:54.450 --> 00:29:54.960
Budget.
237
00:29:56.190 --> 00:29:58.710
Matt Landahl: Right. And we're gonna, I'm just gonna
238
00:29:58.770 --> 00:30:01.170
Matt Landahl: Switch locations really quickly.
239
00:30:01.470 --> 00:30:04.110
Matt Landahl: Because my having some Wi Fi issues so
240
00:30:04.590 --> 00:30:06.000
Matt Landahl: I'll be on one minute.
241
00:30:49.500 --> 00:30:50.340
meredithheuer: Power yesterday.
242
00:30:55.980 --> 00:31:00.300
Craig Wolf: Lot of power outage in southern beacon, and an area just north of the
city.
243
00:31:01.890 --> 00:31:03.840
James Case-Leal: I lost power for more than the day
244
00:31:04.230 --> 00:31:06.180
James Case-Leal: Just came on around noon today. Yeah.
245
00:31:08.520 --> 00:31:10.350
Mike Rutkoske: Yeah, luckily, I had no problems.
246
00:31:11.940 --> 00:31:13.620
Antony Tseng: Yeah, I was fortunate enough to lose power you
247
00:31:15.420 --> 00:31:16.230
Antony Tseng: Know, Mike.
248
00:31:18.000 --> 00:31:18.450

All right.
249
00:31:20.610 --> 00:31:21.660
Matt Landahl: I am back
250
00:31:21.660 --> 00:31:22.740
Matt Landahl: Sorry about that.
251
00:31:28.260 --> 00:31:35.580
Matt Landahl: I have done probably 20 or 30 meetings in the room. I was just simple
for some reason the Wi Fi wasn't working. So I apologize.
252
00:31:37.050 --> 00:31:38.250
Matt Landahl: Emery, and I wanted to
253
00:31:39.570 --> 00:31:41.550
Matt Landahl: Provide a quick
254
00:31:42.150 --> 00:31:43.920
Matt Landahl: Update just on
255
00:31:44.130 --> 00:31:47.970
Matt Landahl: Where we are with the budget, obviously, a lot of things are changing.
256
00:31:48.390 --> 00:31:50.940
Matt Landahl: And so we wanted to just
257
00:31:50.940 --> 00:31:52.410
Matt Landahl: Kind of go through that so
258
00:31:53.100 --> 00:31:55.350
Matt Landahl: We can scroll to the first slide.
259
00:31:55.890 --> 00:31:58.440
Matt Landahl: So we wanted to just take a moment we've done this at
260
00:31:58.470 --> 00:32:01.260
Matt Landahl: The last few board meetings, but we want to take a moment and just

talk
261
00:32:01.260 --> 00:32:04.920
Matt Landahl: About some of the things that we've accomplished over the last several
262
00:32:04.920 --> 00:32:05.640
Matt Landahl: Years.
263
00:32:05.730 --> 00:32:07.500
Craig Wolf: In the budget so
264
00:32:08.040 --> 00:32:09.720
Matt Landahl: Over the last few years, we've added seven
265
00:32:10.170 --> 00:32:15.120
Matt Landahl: Teachers to the elementary level to do class size reductions that has
brought our class size average down
266
00:32:15.810 --> 00:32:16.560
Craig Wolf: To about
267
00:32:17.010 --> 00:32:21.660
Matt Landahl: 18.5 and the range is also
268
00:32:21.720 --> 00:32:37.590
Matt Landahl: Decrease quite a bit. So the range is about 15, I think, is our
smallest class to about 22 is our largest so we're really proud of that effort. And
that's taken three years for the budget, we added fourth grade instrumental music
after we did it grant funded for a year.
269
00:32:38.040 --> 00:32:41.100
Matt Landahl: We had a social worker at beacon High School. Last year we added a
270
00:32:41.100 --> 00:32:42.720
Matt Landahl: Point five art teacher if he can high
271
00:32:42.720 --> 00:32:43.320
Matt Landahl: School

272
00:32:44.310 --> 00:32:46.740
Matt Landahl: This one has been huge. The last month.
273
00:32:47.190 --> 00:32:47.820
Matt Landahl: But we
274
00:32:49.170 --> 00:32:50.850
Matt Landahl: Push hard of the last few years to
275
00:32:50.850 --> 00:32:52.890
Matt Landahl: Go one to one with our Chromebook model for
276
00:32:52.890 --> 00:32:53.580
Matt Landahl: All students
277
00:32:54.210 --> 00:33:00.120
Matt Landahl: And so we were able to deploy the Chromebooks really quickly and
278
00:33:00.450 --> 00:33:01.980
Matt Landahl: Efficiently. The first
279
00:33:02.340 --> 00:33:03.450
Matt Landahl: Week. We were out
280
00:33:03.990 --> 00:33:05.250
Craig Wolf: And so
281
00:33:06.150 --> 00:33:11.310
Matt Landahl: You know, a lot of our students are making use of them. So that's been
great. And then we also really revamp
282
00:33:11.790 --> 00:33:14.520
Matt Landahl: And increase professional development in the district.
283
00:33:14.940 --> 00:33:17.130
Matt Landahl: And and we've been
284

00:33:17.430 --> 00:33:23.100
Matt Landahl: Really proud of those efforts and they've updated the board and a lot
of different ways about that. So you can go to the next slide.
285
00:33:24.210 --> 00:33:25.740
Matt Landahl: So there's not a lot here.
286
00:33:26.400 --> 00:33:35.160
Matt Landahl: Because you know we were thinking about doing some shifts with
scheduling at the high school, which would be increased staffing and we were
thinking of
287
00:33:35.220 --> 00:33:38.430
Matt Landahl: Of also possibly adding
288
00:33:39.060 --> 00:33:40.680
Matt Landahl: You know, some pieces of staffing
289
00:33:41.370 --> 00:33:42.630
Matt Landahl: It was some of the changes with the
290
00:33:42.630 --> 00:33:49.680
Matt Landahl: Budget especially obviously with the revenue shortfall in New York
State which has been traumatic.
291
00:33:50.550 --> 00:33:51.360
Matt Landahl: That we are
292
00:33:52.470 --> 00:33:59.400
Matt Landahl: Our goal of this budget now is the whole setting and all the things
we've accomplished over the last few years, and to not be adding staff.
293
00:34:00.390 --> 00:34:04.950
Matt Landahl: So so items that are postponed for a future budget year I'm estimating
that would
294
00:34:04.950 --> 00:34:05.310
Be
295

00:34:06.960 --> 00:34:08.160
Matt Landahl: At best, probably the
296
00:34:08.190 --> 00:34:26.340
Matt Landahl: 2022 23 school year, but would be to make changes to the high school
and round up schedules that would involve some extra staffing, we are postponing the
business teacher that we actually had in last year's budget that went unfilled this
year because we are looking for the
297
00:34:27.690 --> 00:34:30.240
Matt Landahl: We're kind of struggling to find the right person for that.
298
00:34:30.420 --> 00:34:37.440
Matt Landahl: You want to hold back on that. Another area I talked about elementary
class size reduction, we're actually going to be able to save a position there.
299
00:34:38.640 --> 00:34:43.830
Matt Landahl: We had three years ago, we added an extra third grade teacher to
Forrestal
300
00:34:44.730 --> 00:34:46.740
Matt Landahl: Because of an increase in student numbers there.
301
00:34:47.010 --> 00:34:51.840
Matt Landahl: And so now those fifth graders will be graduating from Corazon they
don't need that.
302
00:34:51.990 --> 00:34:54.810
Matt Landahl: One particular teacher. So that's another savings.
303
00:34:55.170 --> 00:35:02.550
Matt Landahl: And with people retiring. It's not anyone. It's not a position being
cut. We're just sort of read applying someone
304
00:35:05.430 --> 00:35:08.490
Matt Landahl: To kind of offset again some of our
305
00:35:09.690 --> 00:35:21.690
Matt Landahl: Some of our funding. So this is a really proposing is to focus on the
amazing things we've accomplished over the last few years, and to do everything

possible to maintain those in this budget and hopefully next year's
306
00:35:22.590 --> 00:35:25.710
Craig Wolf: By really, you know, an efficient, effective use of resources.
307
00:35:26.760 --> 00:35:27.750
Matt Landahl: So next slide.
308
00:35:30.420 --> 00:35:35.610
Matt Landahl: So emrys going to walk you through this part and then we'll do
309
00:35:35.640 --> 00:35:36.150
Questions.
310
00:35:37.530 --> 00:35:38.820
annmariequartironi: Okay, so, um,
311
00:35:39.030 --> 00:35:45.870
annmariequartironi: This is something different that we haven't seen before we got
our final state aid runs on, we were taught, we had
312
00:35:46.590 --> 00:35:47.820
annmariequartironi: A line item called
313
00:35:48.000 --> 00:35:49.170
annmariequartironi: Pandemic adjustment.
314
00:35:49.800 --> 00:35:55.560
annmariequartironi: Which was for 720 4006 47 of a deduct off of our state aid.
315
00:35:55.920 --> 00:35:57.960
annmariequartironi: Our foundation aid was frozen at the
316
00:35:59.010 --> 00:36:02.940
annmariequartironi: Level, which was less than what the governor had put out
originally
317
00:36:03.720 --> 00:36:09.180

annmariequartironi: And then an ad back was the federal Kazakh restoration of the
same exact amount. So right now what
318
00:36:09.660 --> 00:36:12.720
annmariequartironi: Listening to webinars and talking, you know, to other
319
00:36:13.500 --> 00:36:15.330
Craig Wolf: People in the field. We're seeing that
320
00:36:15.840 --> 00:36:21.420
annmariequartironi: The Federal cares restoration, the federal government gave
schools, the money directly on the state is
321
00:36:21.510 --> 00:36:24.240
annmariequartironi: Taking that money basically back as a deduct
322
00:36:25.140 --> 00:36:29.160
annmariequartironi: And if they need to make further adjustments that pandemic
adjustment may be
323
00:36:29.580 --> 00:36:30.510
annmariequartironi: A little bit more.
324
00:36:30.600 --> 00:36:31.560
annmariequartironi: But for right now, it's
325
00:36:31.740 --> 00:36:34.110
annmariequartironi: It's equal so we can talk about
326
00:36:34.530 --> 00:36:36.660
annmariequartironi: A little bit more about it later about us.
327
00:36:36.930 --> 00:36:37.710
annmariequartironi: What we think about
328
00:36:37.800 --> 00:36:38.490
Craig Wolf: State aid.
329

00:36:38.700 --> 00:36:40.500
annmariequartironi: I put in their measurement periods.
330
00:36:41.460 --> 00:36:44.070
annmariequartironi: The governor was very strong about
331
00:36:44.280 --> 00:36:44.940
annmariequartironi: The state.
332
00:36:45.180 --> 00:36:50.100
annmariequartironi: Really being in bad shape being 15 $16 billion on
333
00:36:51.210 --> 00:37:05.250
annmariequartironi: In the red and they he's cautioning about our state aid. So
although they pass the budget and they gave us the state aid their measurement
period. So if the state does not receive the revenues or their expenditures are more
than certain
334
00:37:06.780 --> 00:37:10.380
annmariequartironi: Caps, they will look to come back and take some money back from
335
00:37:10.380 --> 00:37:12.030
annmariequartironi: This from the school districts
336
00:37:12.390 --> 00:37:27.480
annmariequartironi: On. So the first measurement period being April 1 April 30 so
everyone is cautioning school districts, because the budget vote was postponed, till
at least June 2 not to adopt the budget until after April 1
337
00:37:27.570 --> 00:37:28.230
Matt Landahl: April 30
338
00:37:28.710 --> 00:37:38.550
annmariequartironi: Just to see where we are on just because you know if you adopt
the budget and then you, you find out at the end of April, that you have de dup then
you've
339
00:37:38.640 --> 00:37:40.560
annmariequartironi: You've already gone through the process. So,

340
00:37:40.770 --> 00:37:53.550
annmariequartironi: For for the first part of this. They're telling us to wait until
May, which we can legally because of the budget or being postponed, and let let the
governor. See you know kind of where we are. So those are the two things.
341
00:37:54.240 --> 00:37:56.730
annmariequartironi: That are new that look different on the state aid runs
342
00:37:57.960 --> 00:37:58.650
annmariequartironi: Mike, you can come
343
00:37:59.250 --> 00:37:59.850
annmariequartironi: Next slide.
344
00:38:01.500 --> 00:38:09.360
annmariequartironi: This slide, you've seen before on this is our tax cap
calculation and again we can raise the level up by
345
00:38:09.360 --> 00:38:24.030
annmariequartironi: 3.23%. I think this is a really important slide, probably more
than ever because next year. I imagine with what the economy is going through. It's
not going to look like this. We are not going to get a cap.
346
00:38:24.600 --> 00:38:26.670
Craig Wolf: On we're not gonna be able to raise
347
00:38:26.940 --> 00:38:38.970
annmariequartironi: The budget and the levy that much and the allowable growth
factor of 1.8% is tied to CPI right now CPI is is probably not exist in or negative
348
00:38:39.660 --> 00:38:50.400
annmariequartironi: Our tax base growth factor, although it might be delayed a year
may not be as high as that part. So in looking at this calculation. It's important
to know that, you know, although we're trying to
349
00:38:50.580 --> 00:38:53.670
annmariequartironi: Keep taxes as low as possible for our taxpayers.
350
00:38:54.570 --> 00:39:06.240

annmariequartironi: We have to look more in the future, we have to look for next
year in the year after because next year in the year after with the financial
condition right now, we're not going to be able to raise the levy that much with all
that's going on.
351
00:39:07.440 --> 00:39:08.550
Craig Wolf: On. Next slide please.
352
00:39:10.890 --> 00:39:12.750
annmariequartironi: This slide just basically shows us the
353
00:39:12.750 --> 00:39:13.920
annmariequartironi: revenue streams.
354
00:39:14.400 --> 00:39:17.820
annmariequartironi: shows us the state aid, the use of reserves and fund balance.
355
00:39:18.330 --> 00:39:20.340
annmariequartironi: On the tax reduction reserve.
356
00:39:21.270 --> 00:39:36.630
annmariequartironi: I had in the budget for 1920 we actually don't need it this year
because we are going to have savings in the budget this year, things that we just
expenses that we're not incurring because we're not in school that Reserve has to be
used by the
357
00:39:38.130 --> 00:39:41.730
annmariequartironi: School year. So we're going to move it over into the other area.
358
00:39:42.630 --> 00:39:44.070
annmariequartironi: For next year so
359
00:39:44.880 --> 00:39:56.670
annmariequartironi: Our that's our levee amount. I just want to say one other thing
about and we'll talk a little bit about the open items in the questions later on.
But the bus proposition is something that we don't know about yet.
360
00:39:57.150 --> 00:40:05.700
annmariequartironi: What we were understanding about deciding about the budget vote
if if we do not go out for a public vote for some reason we can't have a bus

proposition.
361
00:40:06.450 --> 00:40:20.310
annmariequartironi: That needs to be a vote by the public. So that's that amount.
There might change a little bit as well. I just wanted to kind of alert you to that.
But that's right now is, is if we're having a budget vote, the beginning of June, we
can put the bus proposition on
362
00:40:21.510 --> 00:40:22.110
annmariequartironi: On the ballot.
363
00:40:23.430 --> 00:40:24.390
annmariequartironi: Next slide please.
364
00:40:26.160 --> 00:40:28.050
annmariequartironi: And this is just a slide showing what we had.
365
00:40:28.080 --> 00:40:30.420
annmariequartironi: What we'd like our bus proposition to be
366
00:40:31.200 --> 00:40:43.680
annmariequartironi: That was part of Ron's presentation earlier on. Couple months
ago and we would finance that total amount over five years to match our
transportation stayed at 59.3%
367
00:40:45.120 --> 00:40:45.930
annmariequartironi: Next slide please.
368
00:40:47.670 --> 00:40:51.480
annmariequartironi: So our estimated tax increases, which is always an interesting
conversation.
369
00:40:52.050 --> 00:41:00.150
annmariequartironi: Because I have to use current assessed values right now and
basic star. They have not changed the star exemption yet for this year which is
which is a little bit late.
370
00:41:01.050 --> 00:41:05.430
annmariequartironi: So we use current assessments and what we're presenting on the
budget, the way it is right this minute

371
00:41:05.970 --> 00:41:15.270
annmariequartironi: And those would be the tax increases for the average home and I
know a couple meetings ago we had, you know, just a workshop on how the budget works
with the levy is
372
00:41:15.930 --> 00:41:20.490
annmariequartironi: Why people's taxes went up more than what we thought, even
though the tax rate went down.
373
00:41:20.940 --> 00:41:31.740
annmariequartironi: About assessment. So this is using current information at the
time. And what we will be presenting to the public right now knowing, you know,
knowing what we don't know that.
374
00:41:32.220 --> 00:41:38.010
annmariequartironi: What the assessments will be or what the star exemption will be
we wanted to give everybody an idea of how much their taxes would
375
00:41:38.010 --> 00:41:38.340
Craig Wolf: Go up
376
00:41:39.540 --> 00:41:40.500
annmariequartironi: Next slide please.
377
00:41:42.450 --> 00:41:46.740
annmariequartironi: So this slide is probably the most important slide because we
still have questions unanswered.
378
00:41:47.040 --> 00:41:58.650
annmariequartironi: So again, the big question. How long will school be closed. We
don't know. Will there be adjustments in the state agents amount of the end of
April. That's a big question. I think everyone's trying to wait to see how this will
work.
379
00:41:58.980 --> 00:42:06.480
annmariequartironi: There are two other measurements periods. One is may 1 to June
30 and what is the first quarter of our school year for next year.
380
00:42:07.620 --> 00:42:08.850

annmariequartironi: Any of those three times.
381
00:42:09.000 --> 00:42:14.820
annmariequartironi: Governor can decrease the aid but April is kind of a benchmark,
we kind of see what's you know what's going on.
382
00:42:15.420 --> 00:42:28.320
annmariequartironi: Will we even have a budget vote will, you know, are they will it
be an absentee ballot type of thing of, you know, it will be paper ballots. We had
spoken about that. Will the board adopt the budget, um,
383
00:42:29.550 --> 00:42:42.060
annmariequartironi: And then that that was we would just have a budget and no no
propositions. If we do vote. When will it be, um, they said it's postponed till
after June 1. We don't know anything more than that right now.
384
00:42:42.840 --> 00:42:57.540
annmariequartironi: If we vote how be done. Will it be paper absentee ballot, will
the Board approve it. We don't know. And then what happens with the board elections,
if we don't have a vote will everybody get a year extension and those are the kind
of things that everyone else is talking about.
385
00:42:58.590 --> 00:43:00.720
annmariequartironi: I'm sure some of you watch the news.
386
00:43:01.620 --> 00:43:11.940
annmariequartironi: Webinar on Saturday, which they were still. These were all the
questions that were unanswered and and although they know that it's important that
they make some decisions rather quickly those decisions.
387
00:43:12.540 --> 00:43:13.800
annmariequartironi: haven't quite been made yet.
388
00:43:14.820 --> 00:43:15.510
annmariequartironi: Next slide.
389
00:43:17.700 --> 00:43:23.790
annmariequartironi: So it's our questions and answers will stay tuned and give you
the information as soon as it becomes available to us.
390

00:43:25.830 --> 00:43:27.120
annmariequartironi: They might have any questions.
391
00:43:27.450 --> 00:43:28.530
Matt Landahl: You have a question. Suppose
392
00:43:36.480 --> 00:43:36.960
awhite: Are we
393
00:43:37.890 --> 00:43:39.600
Mike Rutkoske: Somebody who are waiting for a question.
394
00:43:41.910 --> 00:43:46.170
Mike Rutkoske: Okay, alright. So my first question is the pandemic adjustment.
395
00:43:47.040 --> 00:43:47.850
Mike Rutkoske: So if
396
00:43:48.000 --> 00:44:05.310
Mike Rutkoske: It's unclear what you said was that this state is reducing the amount
that they are going to give the, the district by 724 or $725,000 and that money will
be offset by directly from the federal government from what the numbers show is that
correct
397
00:44:05.610 --> 00:44:06.180
Craig Wolf: Yes.
398
00:44:06.540 --> 00:44:07.800
annmariequartironi: So the part of that.
399
00:44:08.370 --> 00:44:19.140
annmariequartironi: coven stimulus package went a lot of the money went to the
school districts directly and not to the state and not to the state of New York. So
our understanding is that
400
00:44:20.160 --> 00:44:24.450
annmariequartironi: New York State is taking away the amount that we're getting
directly from the federal government.
401

00:44:25.980 --> 00:44:37.710
Mike Rutkoske: So it's the state adjust how much they maybe they'll maybe they'll
give us some back or take some our way will the cares act restoration amount change
do we think
402
00:44:38.490 --> 00:44:43.170
annmariequartironi: I don't think that the cares restoration will change. There are
other avenues for us.
403
00:44:43.170 --> 00:44:43.530
annmariequartironi: To
404
00:44:43.680 --> 00:44:49.980
annmariequartironi: To explore. So Matt and I both sat on a webinar for FEMA, so
there is FEMA money available.
405
00:44:50.550 --> 00:45:06.930
annmariequartironi: We were also told that there is money through child nutrition in
New York State for some of the meals that we're we're giving. So there are other
avenues to get revenue back. Um, it's just a matter of which which government is
paid for, whether it be the state or the federal um
406
00:45:08.070 --> 00:45:09.270
Mike Rutkoske: It's interesting to look through
407
00:45:09.330 --> 00:45:11.820
annmariequartironi: April, just to see what he's going to do. I mean,
408
00:45:11.820 --> 00:45:14.250
annmariequartironi: Most, most of us knowing that we have
409
00:45:14.400 --> 00:45:16.830
annmariequartironi: Money left in this year's budget because we won't
410
00:45:16.830 --> 00:45:18.600
annmariequartironi: Expand all of the
411
00:45:18.990 --> 00:45:21.720
annmariequartironi: The amounts that we budgeted that we are trying

412
00:45:22.230 --> 00:45:23.190
Craig Wolf: To put
413
00:45:23.880 --> 00:45:30.660
annmariequartironi: as much money as we can in reserves and in fund balance. So in
case the adjustment to state aid comes after July one.
414
00:45:31.050 --> 00:45:35.730
annmariequartironi: Will have a way to pay for our budget for 2021 so that's that's
the goal.
415
00:45:35.970 --> 00:45:37.320
annmariequartironi: We're ready. Identifying
416
00:45:37.560 --> 00:45:39.210
annmariequartironi: Budget code areas where we could
417
00:45:39.390 --> 00:45:49.140
annmariequartironi: We know that we will not spend money and we're going to, you
know, save it, put it into fund balance, put it into reserve so that we have money
in case a reduction comes after July one.
418
00:45:50.790 --> 00:45:56.160
Mike Rutkoske: And along those lines with fund balance are they, allowing us to
maintain a higher than I think 4%
419
00:45:57.420 --> 00:46:00.540
Mike Rutkoske: fund balance in order to be able to capture and collect these
420
00:46:01.410 --> 00:46:03.570
Mike Rutkoske: New York. I know New York State.
421
00:46:03.720 --> 00:46:20.040
annmariequartironi: As well is lobbying them for that and nothing official has come
down. But in talking to other business officials that's that's the goal for us, um,
you know, and maybe a management letter comment that we have more than 4% but that's
small in comparison to
422
00:46:20.100 --> 00:46:20.670

Craig Wolf: Having
423
00:46:20.760 --> 00:46:24.750
annmariequartironi: The money to actually fund your, your budget. Once you get a
reduction in state aid.
424
00:46:27.540 --> 00:46:37.140
Mike Rutkoske: In further, further Cures Act, or we maybe it's a current question,
but are we applying for or allowed to do the payroll protection.
425
00:46:39.030 --> 00:46:41.220
Mike Rutkoske: The provision, the payroll protection.
426
00:46:41.220 --> 00:46:47.550
annmariequartironi: Provision is for small businesses and not for profits like 54501
c three s
427
00:46:48.180 --> 00:46:52.020
annmariequartironi: It does not apply to school districts and local municipalities.
428
00:46:53.760 --> 00:46:54.150
Craig Wolf: Okay.
429
00:46:57.420 --> 00:47:05.130
Mike Rutkoske: So is everybody you down being, you know, what's our payroll looking
like right now just, I don't know what the statuses. So our payroll right
430
00:47:05.130 --> 00:47:05.550
Now,
431
00:47:06.690 --> 00:47:23.010
annmariequartironi: You'll see there's another resolution on the board. We are
keeping people even to what they would be making. We are obviously you're not paying
substitute employees on but we are paying hourly employees what their normal
schedule would have been
432
00:47:23.430 --> 00:47:24.630
annmariequartironi: If we had school open
433

00:47:24.990 --> 00:47:30.540
annmariequartironi: And they're they're being paid for time that they normally would
have work. So a time where
434
00:47:30.630 --> 00:47:33.900
annmariequartironi: We designated to be spring break, they would not be paid for.
435
00:47:33.900 --> 00:47:37.740
annmariequartironi: That that area, they would be just be paid for what they
normally would have been
436
00:47:37.890 --> 00:47:38.580
annmariequartironi: Paid of score.
437
00:47:38.610 --> 00:47:38.970
Open
438
00:47:41.370 --> 00:47:41.820
Mike Rutkoske: Thank you.
439
00:47:44.220 --> 00:47:47.550
Mike Rutkoske: Other people have questions I have others, but my Kelly, can you just
440
00:47:47.700 --> 00:47:48.600
Mike Rutkoske: Share the screen.
441
00:47:49.110 --> 00:47:49.980
awhite: So I could see who
442
00:47:50.610 --> 00:47:51.000
Thanks.
443
00:47:55.470 --> 00:47:57.120
awhite: I don't have any questions about it.
444
00:47:58.710 --> 00:47:59.190
Craig Wolf: Anthony
445

00:48:02.910 --> 00:48:05.010
Craig Wolf: This has anybody I know that we're
446
00:48:05.100 --> 00:48:07.230
Kristan Flynn: We're basing this on assessments.
447
00:48:07.710 --> 00:48:09.420
Kristan Flynn: That I don't think will be
448
00:48:11.700 --> 00:48:13.170
Kristan Flynn: Accurate going forward.
449
00:48:13.530 --> 00:48:15.030
Kristan Flynn: So I think we'll probably
450
00:48:15.930 --> 00:48:18.690
Kristan Flynn: As soon as we have more information, think about things in
451
00:48:20.010 --> 00:48:22.530
Kristan Flynn: Probably like a three year plan.
452
00:48:22.770 --> 00:48:24.450
Kristan Flynn: At least if we want to maintain
453
00:48:26.850 --> 00:48:27.240
Kristan Flynn: Some of the
454
00:48:27.690 --> 00:48:29.490
Kristan Flynn: Some of the things that we've added
455
00:48:30.270 --> 00:48:32.040
Kristan Flynn: And avoid cuts are we
456
00:48:32.250 --> 00:48:37.560
Kristan Flynn: Able to get or have a plan to get any sort of updated information
from
457
00:48:38.400 --> 00:48:42.480

Kristan Flynn: The assessors or do they only do that once a year, or is it possible
for them to do an
458
00:48:42.480 --> 00:48:44.730
Kristan Flynn: Emergency assessment, even in the fall.
459
00:48:44.760 --> 00:48:45.420
Kelly: Or something.
460
00:48:46.080 --> 00:48:49.950
annmariequartironi: So we'll have the information in the summer on the assessments
to do the
461
00:48:50.130 --> 00:48:52.170
annmariequartironi: To do the tax warrant. Um, but
462
00:48:52.230 --> 00:48:52.680
Antony Tseng: I don't
463
00:48:52.920 --> 00:48:54.510
annmariequartironi: Think, we'll have it before then.
464
00:48:55.050 --> 00:49:01.770
annmariequartironi: I'm not imagining, you know, the variable. What I can ask the
city for is
465
00:49:02.040 --> 00:49:04.860
annmariequartironi: If they can give me an estimate of new properties that are going
to come on the
466
00:49:04.860 --> 00:49:06.570
annmariequartironi: Tax roll, because that would actually help
467
00:49:06.570 --> 00:49:07.080
People
468
00:49:08.220 --> 00:49:10.770
annmariequartironi: Because the burden of the tax levy would be spread over

469
00:49:10.830 --> 00:49:13.170
annmariequartironi: More people, but I don't
470
00:49:13.470 --> 00:49:16.890
annmariequartironi: You know, I don't know if they could give me that information I
can ask
471
00:49:19.080 --> 00:49:21.240
awhite: Anthony. You had your hand up. Yeah.
472
00:49:21.510 --> 00:49:26.490
Antony Tseng: So I had a question. The what I understand from the budget is that it
was approved.
473
00:49:28.350 --> 00:49:31.950
Antony Tseng: With a three month revisit um
474
00:49:33.210 --> 00:49:42.960
Antony Tseng: I guess for the next year, but, um, is that accurate. What I
understand it. And then, if so, what is the next word. The next deadline, where
they're going to revisit the budget.
475
00:49:43.740 --> 00:49:50.460
annmariequartironi: So they're going to revisit the budget, the end of April, and
then they're going to revisit it again at the end of June, and then they're going to
revisit it again.
476
00:49:50.940 --> 00:49:52.290
annmariequartironi: I believe in September.
477
00:49:54.600 --> 00:49:56.640
Antony Tseng: Okay. So there's three other times where
478
00:49:57.840 --> 00:50:02.400
Antony Tseng: I'm potentially they can cut us, I guess. So, the important part for
479
00:50:02.430 --> 00:50:04.800
annmariequartironi: April is if we don't adopt the budget.

480
00:50:04.800 --> 00:50:08.880
annmariequartironi: For April, and we do get a cut. Then we decide whether we want
to cut some
481
00:50:08.880 --> 00:50:11.610
annmariequartironi: Things from our budget or whether we want to use
482
00:50:11.730 --> 00:50:13.230
annmariequartironi: More on appropriated funds.
483
00:50:14.460 --> 00:50:19.050
annmariequartironi: So that's the question. So we don't you know we want to wait a
little while longer, just to
484
00:50:19.050 --> 00:50:21.570
annmariequartironi: See if he makes the cut at the end of April.
485
00:50:22.020 --> 00:50:24.090
annmariequartironi: By the end of June, we would have to have
486
00:50:24.960 --> 00:50:26.940
annmariequartironi: Adopted the budget because July one is our
487
00:50:27.120 --> 00:50:28.380
annmariequartironi: Beginning of our fiscal year.
488
00:50:28.830 --> 00:50:30.810
annmariequartironi: So it's kind of a wait and see.
489
00:50:30.870 --> 00:50:36.240
annmariequartironi: We have no idea. I will say the Governor Cuomo starts every news
conference by saying that
490
00:50:36.540 --> 00:50:39.480
annmariequartironi: The state is in really financial trouble so that your evening.
491
00:50:41.790 --> 00:50:42.180
Craig Wolf: Thank you.

492
00:50:43.740 --> 00:50:44.760
Antony Tseng: And yeah. Other questions.
493
00:50:47.460 --> 00:50:57.000
Mike Rutkoske: Me on the slide that shows the calculation with the base tax Bates
growth factor and the allowable growth factor. Yes.
494
00:50:58.380 --> 00:50:59.520
meredithheuer: So, which
495
00:50:59.610 --> 00:51:09.630
Mike Rutkoske: So, which was which one of them is related to the tax cap and the
other is related to the fact that city beacon, and the area is growing, which is
which.
496
00:51:09.810 --> 00:51:12.750
annmariequartironi: The tax base growth factor is about beacon growing
497
00:51:12.960 --> 00:51:16.470
annmariequartironi: So that that factor allows beacons tax levy to grow.
498
00:51:16.470 --> 00:51:17.790
annmariequartironi: Because of
499
00:51:18.090 --> 00:51:22.590
annmariequartironi: New properties and that are coming on to the tax roll.
500
00:51:22.950 --> 00:51:26.700
annmariequartironi: The allowable growth factor is based on the Consumer Price
Index.
501
00:51:27.120 --> 00:51:35.220
annmariequartironi: So this year, it's always either 2% the lower than, greater of
2% so actually the CPI was 1.8
502
00:51:36.630 --> 00:51:42.660
annmariequartironi: So that's what we had in December. So that's what we had to use
I'm imagining the consumer price index will be much

503
00:51:42.750 --> 00:51:47.400
annmariequartironi: Less than 1.8 we've had years where it was actually negative
504
00:51:48.450 --> 00:51:53.280
annmariequartironi: So that these are all ways that you can increase your levy.
That's what we're, we're a little bit worried about
505
00:51:53.880 --> 00:51:57.030
annmariequartironi: Because if you don't have those factors to grow your levy or
levies.
506
00:51:57.210 --> 00:51:58.650
annmariequartironi: Pretty much flat from year to
507
00:51:58.650 --> 00:52:00.600
annmariequartironi: Year, but you also have, you know,
508
00:52:00.630 --> 00:52:02.130
annmariequartironi: When you're trying to do a budget you have
509
00:52:02.160 --> 00:52:03.030
annmariequartironi: Contractual
510
00:52:03.840 --> 00:52:05.640
annmariequartironi: Expenses that increase every year.
511
00:52:05.880 --> 00:52:08.790
annmariequartironi: So it's kind of hard. You want to make sure that the levy can
grow.
512
00:52:08.820 --> 00:52:09.360
Craig Wolf: Enough.
513
00:52:09.600 --> 00:52:10.830
annmariequartironi: To pay your contractual
514
00:52:10.860 --> 00:52:11.790

annmariequartironi: Obligations
515
00:52:12.210 --> 00:52:12.990
The following year.
516
00:52:14.490 --> 00:52:32.940
Mike Rutkoske: So for the tax base growth factor. And we've had this for a number of
years do have, we have we seen that the actual amount of what you call the different
things. The, the grand list or the, the basis has in fact grown by that much every
year.
517
00:52:34.680 --> 00:52:45.120
annmariequartironi: I think it's difficult to to quantify it that way because you're
seeing when you get the assessments, especially last year. You saw changes in
assessment of current property and you also saw a
518
00:52:45.270 --> 00:52:46.290
annmariequartironi: Few properties coming
519
00:52:46.320 --> 00:52:47.340
annmariequartironi: On to the tax roles.
520
00:52:50.370 --> 00:52:52.080
Mike Rutkoske: Right, right. So I'm
521
00:52:52.710 --> 00:53:07.110
Mike Rutkoske: Just concerned that with the change in economics. Who knows where
this is going to play out that that we won't actually see this occur yet. And this
will be increasingly borne by the current taxpayers.
522
00:53:08.610 --> 00:53:09.120
annmariequartironi: Um,
523
00:53:09.810 --> 00:53:15.630
annmariequartironi: We have seen a steady increase of properties coming on the role.
So like if we were asked the city to run
524
00:53:16.320 --> 00:53:20.010
annmariequartironi: On grid numbers for us of what properties are added. There are

525
00:53:20.070 --> 00:53:20.400
Craig Wolf: You know,
526
00:53:20.430 --> 00:53:22.560
annmariequartironi: New properties that are helping
527
00:53:22.590 --> 00:53:23.910
annmariequartironi: Pay for the tax levy
528
00:53:24.690 --> 00:53:29.820
annmariequartironi: I think the bigger question last year was because some people's
assessments went up and their taxes went up more
529
00:53:30.360 --> 00:53:31.470
annmariequartironi: Than what we had said.
530
00:53:31.770 --> 00:53:32.880
annmariequartironi: Considering our tax rate.
531
00:53:32.940 --> 00:53:33.420
annmariequartironi: Went down
532
00:53:33.720 --> 00:53:34.770
annmariequartironi: Because our tax rate has gone
533
00:53:34.770 --> 00:53:38.820
annmariequartironi: Down the last two to three years. So that means there's more
properties to share it.
534
00:53:39.090 --> 00:53:39.360
With
535
00:53:41.100 --> 00:53:41.730
annmariequartironi: It's hard to
536
00:53:42.660 --> 00:53:44.310
Mike Rutkoske: Wait, like you know evenly.

537
00:53:44.340 --> 00:53:49.920
annmariequartironi: I I worry about this calculation only because this is the only
way we can raise the
538
00:53:49.920 --> 00:53:50.310
annmariequartironi: lovey.
539
00:53:50.370 --> 00:53:53.640
annmariequartironi: Right. So that whole cow. I know it's not in front of you right
now, but
540
00:53:54.000 --> 00:54:04.440
annmariequartironi: A tax calculations. Okay, we can raise the levy and if some of
those factors are zero or or close to zero, then we don't have a lot of ability to
541
00:54:04.650 --> 00:54:05.790
annmariequartironi: Raise the levee
542
00:54:06.420 --> 00:54:11.070
annmariequartironi: And if he's playing around with our state aid that I'm kind of
really worried about how we
543
00:54:11.220 --> 00:54:11.610
annmariequartironi: Make the
544
00:54:11.880 --> 00:54:12.930
annmariequartironi: Make the budget work.
545
00:54:14.640 --> 00:54:15.990
annmariequartironi: Well with the amount of money that
546
00:54:16.170 --> 00:54:22.890
Mike Rutkoske: When we know how much we're not going to spend out of this year and
and could we, you know, kind of balance.
547
00:54:23.400 --> 00:54:29.700
Mike Rutkoske: Not increase the levy as much and utilize the under runs from this
year in order to offset it in order that

548
00:54:30.000 --> 00:54:32.880
Mike Rutkoske: Because I'm just concerned that the taxpayers are
549
00:54:32.880 --> 00:54:37.410
Mike Rutkoske: Also maybe in various different situations. Due to this issue.
550
00:54:38.280 --> 00:54:44.400
annmariequartironi: So I can, we can quantify how much money. In fact, we started
already doing that to try to quantify how much
551
00:54:44.430 --> 00:54:45.990
Mike Rutkoske: We would have in fund balance.
552
00:54:46.440 --> 00:54:48.090
annmariequartironi: On my only concern is
553
00:54:48.960 --> 00:54:50.250
annmariequartironi: Using it now.
554
00:54:50.550 --> 00:54:56.610
annmariequartironi: You know, to kind of not go up to the tax cap. I don't know if
that would be, we won't know what a cut would be
555
00:54:56.820 --> 00:54:58.050
annmariequartironi: Coming, you know, in the
556
00:54:58.110 --> 00:55:06.240
annmariequartironi: In the measurement periods. I was thinking about putting as much
into fund balance and reserves as I could to kind of hedge a cut.
557
00:55:06.600 --> 00:55:08.490
annmariequartironi: That we don't see coming because
558
00:55:08.670 --> 00:55:10.890
annmariequartironi: We won't know we won't know about some
559
00:55:10.890 --> 00:55:12.870
annmariequartironi: Of these cuts the one in June and the one over

560
00:55:12.870 --> 00:55:14.670
annmariequartironi: The summer, we will not know about
561
00:55:14.940 --> 00:55:16.680
annmariequartironi: Until after our budget is passed.
562
00:55:17.250 --> 00:55:17.760
annmariequartironi: And then
563
00:55:17.880 --> 00:55:20.880
annmariequartironi: It's kind of too late. Then if we don't go up to the tax cap.
564
00:55:20.880 --> 00:55:22.140
annmariequartironi: Then it's kind of too late.
565
00:55:22.350 --> 00:55:23.280
annmariequartironi: For us to do anything. I
566
00:55:23.880 --> 00:55:24.930
annmariequartironi: Mean I understand.
567
00:55:25.290 --> 00:55:26.520
annmariequartironi: You know, we want to be.
568
00:55:26.550 --> 00:55:28.500
annmariequartironi: Conscious of our taxpayers.
569
00:55:28.590 --> 00:55:30.750
annmariequartironi: And I know everybody's hurting in some way.
570
00:55:31.290 --> 00:55:31.740
Craig Wolf: Um,
571
00:55:32.160 --> 00:55:32.820
annmariequartironi: But I don't
572

00:55:33.900 --> 00:55:36.330
annmariequartironi: You know i i think this year.
573
00:55:36.960 --> 00:55:37.470
annmariequartironi: You know,
574
00:55:37.980 --> 00:55:46.560
annmariequartironi: We're not raising the levee that much. I think with the tax base
growth factor and having more properties. I think that their taxes won't go up that
much but
575
00:55:47.490 --> 00:55:50.640
annmariequartironi: I'm just worried I'm more worried about going forward than I am.
576
00:55:51.240 --> 00:55:55.020
annmariequartironi: This, this coming year. I mean, I'm actually worried about the
Hereafter as well.
577
00:55:55.380 --> 00:56:03.120
annmariequartironi: Just because I don't know how quickly New York State if the
federal government bails out New York State, which is another theme that was in in
this webinar.
578
00:56:04.410 --> 00:56:08.280
annmariequartironi: Then, this might all be for not and we we might not have a
problem with
579
00:56:08.280 --> 00:56:09.240
Craig Wolf: State aid.
580
00:56:09.360 --> 00:56:10.380
annmariequartironi: So I think that's where the
581
00:56:10.590 --> 00:56:11.820
annmariequartironi: Arguing is going back and forth.
582
00:56:11.820 --> 00:56:12.600
annmariequartironi: Between federal and
583

00:56:12.630 --> 00:56:13.260
Mike Rutkoske: State government
584
00:56:13.470 --> 00:56:17.430
Kristan Flynn: Or if there's political will to increase taxes on the highest
earners.
585
00:56:20.940 --> 00:56:22.050
meredithheuer: That we've seen so far.
586
00:56:22.140 --> 00:56:23.250
Mike Rutkoske: Not been discussed
587
00:56:23.400 --> 00:56:24.450
But I also think that
588
00:56:25.500 --> 00:56:27.720
meredithheuer: I see what you're saying. Mike, but I
589
00:56:28.860 --> 00:56:38.520
meredithheuer: I think that there is a different way to frame it, which is that, you
know, what do we need to provide a sound education for our students and
590
00:56:39.780 --> 00:56:44.820
meredithheuer: I think it's important to give a real number there and
591
00:56:46.050 --> 00:56:47.640
meredithheuer: That you know so that we can
592
00:56:48.390 --> 00:56:54.000
meredithheuer: Tell everyone that you know they're they're all sorts of things
happening right now, the bailouts and the
593
00:56:54.360 --> 00:57:06.690
meredithheuer: Pay Bills are ongoing. And I think that they will be ongoing for a
while. And so to undermine our budget and right now I think it gives a false sense
of what it costs to run the district.
594
00:57:11.310 --> 00:57:12.330

awhite: I think there's i'm not i'm not
595
00:57:13.980 --> 00:57:30.900
Mike Rutkoske: Talking about undermining anything but really we need to do our part,
everybody else's, you know, struggling or, you know, our challenge. And maybe we
need to show we could do our part, we've added quite a bit of programming personnel
and really looking at how to streamline and utilize
596
00:57:30.900 --> 00:57:37.080
Mike Rutkoske: What we have maybe a good. This may be a good way to show that we can
we can do that, that we're at that point to do that.
597
00:57:37.380 --> 00:57:44.310
meredithheuer: Isn't that what this budget does. I mean, we were no we're we're
stopping the expansion that we had planned earlier in the year before this team.
598
00:57:44.580 --> 00:57:46.410
meredithheuer: We don't want to cut programming, because
599
00:57:46.440 --> 00:57:50.160
meredithheuer: We're still not up to the kind of programming that many other
districts have
600
00:57:56.190 --> 00:57:57.510
Kelly: We're we are
601
00:57:57.930 --> 00:58:03.780
Mike Rutkoske: I think what we just saw that are are levy increase would be over 3%
3.2% so that's
602
00:58:04.950 --> 00:58:14.310
Mike Rutkoske: that's higher than the than the other districts that only have to
live within the tax cap. So that's what I'm just challenging us to see. Should we
603
00:58:15.390 --> 00:58:24.060
Mike Rutkoske: You know, take a break from the growth factor this year and and
streamline with what we have to do our part for the for our taxpayers.
604
00:58:28.530 --> 00:58:32.250
awhite: My personal opinion on that, as I think there could be some long term

impacts to that.
605
00:58:32.640 --> 00:58:36.150
awhite: Because it's not that you're losing the money just for the next year when
you go up to the
606
00:58:36.990 --> 00:58:46.410
awhite: Allowable growth. The tax growth, but then it. That's a ripple effect over
many years. There's a domino effect that the years that you're not going to go up as
high again and so forth and
607
00:58:46.830 --> 00:58:50.880
awhite: Projecting I don't think this is the 2021 school year is going to be an
issue with the
608
00:58:51.780 --> 00:58:58.230
awhite: With the aid, but the 2122 school year, I think, is going to be the bigger
issue just because there's going to be some long term impact.
609
00:58:59.070 --> 00:59:02.580
awhite: And you know that long term. You don't want to impact the students
education.
610
00:59:03.420 --> 00:59:11.490
awhite: Because then, then you go into that domino effect, whereas you take money
out of education. And I think that we're doing some really good things in the
community right now.
611
00:59:11.850 --> 00:59:23.340
awhite: Arm and it's because we're in a good spot and we have the reserves and and
are being fiscally responsible, such as the meals and coordination of that the
Chromebooks. So one on one. We did that without the smart bonds.
612
00:59:23.760 --> 00:59:29.760
awhite: sparked by money and and having to be able to do that to get us up to the
technology. Thank goodness that happened prior to this.
613
00:59:30.780 --> 00:59:46.200
awhite: Pandemic happening because we would be lost if we didn't have that one to
one piece. And that took some innovation to do that and stuff so I i I'm very
cautious about not going up to the tax tab. But I think it's definitely warranted.

614
00:59:47.670 --> 00:59:49.140
Craig Wolf: I agree with what
615
00:59:50.370 --> 01:00:01.500
Craig Wolf: Anthony white is saying very strongly. We should always go up to the
tech stuff because you never get it back if you give it up, he will only start from
the lower base from dead on forever.
616
01:00:05.100 --> 01:00:06.270
James Case-Leal: Have questions. Can you all hear me.
617
01:00:06.810 --> 01:00:09.900
James Case-Leal: Yep. What happened is, do we have for
618
01:00:11.820 --> 01:00:15.930
James Case-Leal: Advocacy on either to appeal directors, the governor saying
619
01:00:17.670 --> 01:00:29.940
James Case-Leal: That this is the wrong time to making cuts to education, maybe
reaching out to Jonathan Jacobson, see what kind of African see he has we're passing
resolution, we do not agree with making these kind of cuts.
620
01:00:31.350 --> 01:00:46.740
meredithheuer: I totally agree with you, James and I think is actually really
important to understand that this is actually a cut, you know, flat budget from last
year is a cut our expenses have gone up TRS went up quite a bit. Um, I've been
personally writing our representatives.
621
01:00:47.190 --> 01:00:49.080
Antony Tseng: At least once a week. But I think a board.
622
01:00:49.080 --> 01:01:00.930
meredithheuer: Resolution or board letter would be really good. And I think also
collecting some of the challenges that we face right now, educating students and
what we project to, you know, in the fall, even if we're going back to school
normally
623
01:01:01.290 --> 01:01:10.140
meredithheuer: We're going to have kids who have not been in school for a long time.

We're going to have, you know, a lot of kids that need extra attention for a variety
of reasons. So I think
624
01:01:10.500 --> 01:01:18.810
meredithheuer: Trying to collect some of those stories and share those concerns
would be really important I think this has been doing a great job.
625
01:01:19.080 --> 01:01:29.100
meredithheuer: I think their webinars have been super informative and they've been
great about informing us about what's going on, but that personal toll has not been
told. And it's, it's very, very real.
626
01:01:32.070 --> 01:01:44.070
Antony Tseng: Does Anthony have an objection telling Assemblyman Jacobson, I guess
where we're at and and our senator as well stay center as well. But I'm from what I
understood I did hear
627
01:01:45.630 --> 01:01:52.860
Antony Tseng: Some lemon Jacobson speak about this issue about the budget, and there
were cuts and various different places.
628
01:01:53.520 --> 01:01:55.410
Craig Wolf: Um, but they didn't
629
01:01:55.470 --> 01:02:02.790
Antony Tseng: Cut. So in their eyes. They kept budget flat of the school this for
the schools. They didn't
630
01:02:04.440 --> 01:02:06.000
Craig Wolf: In lieu. So I guess the choice.
631
01:02:06.000 --> 01:02:09.660
Antony Tseng: Was increase keep it flat or decrease
632
01:02:10.980 --> 01:02:14.370
Antony Tseng: And they chose flat, obviously. So I think, I think.
633
01:02:14.850 --> 01:02:20.130
Kristan Flynn: The tricky thing about that, which is, I think, Meredith was saying
is I think that is

634
01:02:21.900 --> 01:02:22.950
Craig Wolf: Lawmakers and
635
01:02:23.130 --> 01:02:25.770
Kristan Flynn: Opportunity to say we didn't
636
01:02:26.160 --> 01:02:27.840
Kristan Flynn: We didn't cut but
637
01:02:27.870 --> 01:02:31.740
Kristan Flynn: We know from putting these budgets together that our expenses go up.
638
01:02:32.130 --> 01:02:33.780
Kristan Flynn: And so anything that remains
639
01:02:33.780 --> 01:02:34.230
Kristan Flynn: Flat
640
01:02:34.590 --> 01:02:39.660
Kristan Flynn: Is in effect a cut in how it actually rolls out and so
641
01:02:40.560 --> 01:02:42.780
Kristan Flynn: I think it's very important that we
642
01:02:43.500 --> 01:02:45.000
Kristan Flynn: Correct that perception.
643
01:02:45.180 --> 01:02:47.490
Kristan Flynn: I it's fine if they did the best they could.
644
01:02:48.060 --> 01:02:49.590
Craig Wolf: But we can't let this
645
01:02:49.590 --> 01:02:50.490
Perception.
646

01:02:51.630 --> 01:02:56.250
Kristan Flynn: You know, remain will be battling against this for years to come.
647
01:02:56.370 --> 01:02:57.060
Kristan Flynn: About this
648
01:02:57.660 --> 01:03:01.500
Kristan Flynn: You know, flat budget, we need to be honest about what this means. It
means that
649
01:03:01.830 --> 01:03:05.280
Kristan Flynn: More money is going to the pension and benefit.
650
01:03:05.520 --> 01:03:07.380
Kristan Flynn: You know, draw
651
01:03:07.770 --> 01:03:15.660
Kristan Flynn: Which is a is a promise that we that that we're committed to that
increases. That means less money goes to kids.
652
01:03:16.560 --> 01:03:17.700
Kristan Flynn: And funding programs.
653
01:03:18.660 --> 01:03:20.400
Kristan Flynn: And so that's
654
01:03:20.910 --> 01:03:22.440
Kristan Flynn: You know, we still are able to meet our
655
01:03:22.440 --> 01:03:28.200
Kristan Flynn: Obligations but it's not by no means is it, is it not a cut in
education funding.
656
01:03:30.750 --> 01:03:31.170
I agree.
657
01:03:33.030 --> 01:03:34.980
awhite: Matt, did you have anything else with the workshop

658
01:03:37.980 --> 01:03:40.260
Mike Rutkoske: I did have one more thing I wanted to ask
659
01:03:41.970 --> 01:03:51.060
Mike Rutkoske: So I i'm not i'm not saying to that we should cut out the growth
factor. What I'm, what I'm challenging us is to, you know, understand
660
01:03:52.320 --> 01:03:58.470
Mike Rutkoske: What, you know, what if we don't see the increase in the you know the
growth of the tech space.
661
01:03:59.280 --> 01:04:02.130
Antony Tseng: Maybe we'll get a better view. By the time we
662
01:04:02.610 --> 01:04:06.450
Mike Rutkoske: Do adopt the budget to see if that's going to be an issue or not, but
663
01:04:07.680 --> 01:04:15.090
Mike Rutkoske: If we if we base it on this growth factor, and then it doesn't come
around. It really is going to have a negative impact on on the taxpayers, we might
be
664
01:04:15.420 --> 01:04:27.000
Mike Rutkoske: Challenged already not looking at cutting cutting funding for kids
and not supporting education, man. We've done that all the years but really trying
to be sensitive to the situation.
665
01:04:29.040 --> 01:04:29.700
awhite: I understand that.
666
01:04:30.570 --> 01:04:32.010
Kristan Flynn: I didn't mean to imply that either make I
667
01:04:32.010 --> 01:04:40.350
Kristan Flynn: Think that that I understand what you're saying. I just think that we
have a lot of millionaires and billionaires in New York State. And before we worry
about
668
01:04:42.060 --> 01:04:54.450

Kristan Flynn: You know, middle income community taking a hit and losing programming
for kids. We should probably advocate that the governor look at other revenue
opportunities within the state.
669
01:04:56.250 --> 01:04:56.790
Kristan Flynn: Oh, yeah.
670
01:04:57.540 --> 01:05:01.920
Mike Rutkoske: No absolutely that appear on the state side yeah that to fund us
appropriately.
671
01:05:03.120 --> 01:05:14.580
Mike Rutkoske: Right. We have a great team. We have a great plan. And I think that
we can do some streamlining with with what we have and continue to improve. So
that's where you need to be challenged that sometimes. So that's what I'm doing.
672
01:05:16.320 --> 01:05:18.120
Mike Rutkoske: All right, that's all, that's all I have.
673
01:05:19.140 --> 01:05:19.710
Mike Rutkoske: Thank you.
674
01:05:20.610 --> 01:05:29.220
awhite: Matt, did you have anything else for the workshop yeah alright so reviewing
the agenda, we do have an open to the public DISA, we're going to try. So if there's
anybody on the
675
01:05:30.300 --> 01:05:38.910
awhite: Web that has a question, if you could please type it in the chat and then
Mike Kelly will unmute you. So you could say it to
676
01:05:40.200 --> 01:05:41.130
awhite: To the public
677
01:06:19.980 --> 01:06:21.180
Antony Tseng: Three dots or anything or
678
01:06:21.600 --> 01:06:33.630
awhite: No, that's come on I was gonna say, I'm looking, is anybody been flying. I
don't see anything. So I was gonna move forward. Mike, do you see anything on your

end, as the host
679
01:06:36.720 --> 01:06:37.110
Michael Kealy: Know,
680
01:06:38.880 --> 01:06:43.620
awhite: Alright, so we're gonna go on from the public comment. And we're going to go
to the superintendent's report.
681
01:06:43.860 --> 01:06:45.750
awhite: So I'm going to terminal. Terminal to
682
01:06:46.800 --> 01:06:47.790
awhite: Do the superintendent's report.
683
01:06:48.330 --> 01:06:51.180
Matt Landahl: Sure, I'll be quick tonight. I just have a few things.
684
01:06:52.200 --> 01:07:03.540
Matt Landahl: I want to update everybody on one is, you know, like I said at the
last meeting, we've been focused on a few key things the food program has expanded
since the last board meeting.
685
01:07:04.050 --> 01:07:07.650
Craig Wolf: We are now serving on Mondays and Wednesdays.
686
01:07:07.650 --> 01:07:09.600
Matt Landahl: Multiple meals and we're serving
687
01:07:10.530 --> 01:07:14.250
Matt Landahl: Close somewhere between 900 and 1000 kids.
688
01:07:14.640 --> 01:07:29.400
Matt Landahl: At each time. And so that's been a dramatic increase since the board
meeting our last board meeting where we are serving about 300 kids we now we added a
delivery options. So we're delivering to close to 100 families as well.
689
01:07:30.540 --> 01:07:36.660
Matt Landahl: With our buses and we have, you know, different employees who are

volunteering, either at the
690
01:07:37.770 --> 01:07:55.380
Matt Landahl: At the pickup spots or at the delivery part. So that's been great.
We've also been able to partner with the number of community organizations
fairground beacon mutual aid common ground farm. The touches County Food Bank and
fairground has been doing dinner.
691
01:07:56.460 --> 01:07:58.740
Matt Landahl: Dinner bags for families and
692
01:08:01.260 --> 01:08:08.610
Matt Landahl: And and then on Wednesdays. Now we have this free free groceries, it's
really for beyond our families, but just for the whole community.
693
01:08:08.940 --> 01:08:11.310
Matt Landahl: That we've linked it up with our meals program so
694
01:08:11.370 --> 01:08:11.910
Craig Wolf: It's been
695
01:08:12.690 --> 01:08:14.640
Matt Landahl: It's been a big success for us and
696
01:08:15.180 --> 01:08:21.990
Matt Landahl: Just a huge thanks to Karen piano and Ron Mackey for Karen for making
the meals happened with her staff.
697
01:08:22.470 --> 01:08:23.940
Matt Landahl: Amazing people. And Ron
698
01:08:24.570 --> 01:08:28.410
Matt Landahl: Basically is changing and adding to his routes every single week.
699
01:08:29.730 --> 01:08:35.520
Matt Landahl: Because we keep adding folks to the delivery as circumstances change
for people. So just
700
01:08:35.520 --> 01:08:36.450

Big thanks to them.
701
01:08:37.530 --> 01:08:38.940
Matt Landahl: Our distance learning we kind
702
01:08:38.940 --> 01:08:56.670
Matt Landahl: Of launched, we launched a little bit more revamped version of
distance learning on April 1 and I think it's going been going reasonably well. And
so we actually met. We had a kind of a large group of administrators and teachers
about 20 people on a committee.
703
01:08:57.240 --> 01:09:01.380
Matt Landahl: And the committee has some smaller groups that meet, but we met again.
704
01:09:01.710 --> 01:09:04.320
Matt Landahl: They we met several weeks ago to design this plan.
705
01:09:04.740 --> 01:09:08.520
Matt Landahl: And we actually met today to kind of debrief and see what changes.
We're going to make
706
01:09:08.880 --> 01:09:17.100
Matt Landahl: And so the the main thing we're going to be coming out. And I think
this impacts our middle and high school students more that elementary for sure is
will be sharing
707
01:09:17.160 --> 01:09:18.240
Craig Wolf: Our grading.
708
01:09:18.690 --> 01:09:19.260
Matt Landahl: How we're going to
709
01:09:19.470 --> 01:09:22.290
Matt Landahl: Do grades for this fourth quarter.
710
01:09:22.650 --> 01:09:28.140
Matt Landahl: And so we're going to have a few more meetings this week and then
share with parents early next week what our grading.
711

01:09:28.140 --> 01:09:36.000
Matt Landahl: Plans for fourth quarter. We're going to be really guided by some of
our, you know, key beliefs with this and that's compassionate understanding
712
01:09:36.540 --> 01:09:55.710
Matt Landahl: And so we're going to try to create a create a grading system that
that really tries to look at what families and kids are going through right now, but
yet does hold them to some expectations as well. And so, so that will be coming out
soon. Another thing we've been working on is wi
713
01:09:55.710 --> 01:09:59.670
Matt Landahl: Fi. And so my Keely, and
714
01:10:00.150 --> 01:10:01.950
Matt Landahl: Then check and I'm
715
01:10:02.490 --> 01:10:04.830
Matt Landahl: Probably some others were involved today. So we do have
716
01:10:04.830 --> 01:10:07.920
Matt Landahl: Wi Fi and I'll inform the community of this tomorrow.
717
01:10:08.250 --> 01:10:10.170
Matt Landahl: We do have Wi Fi in all of our school
718
01:10:10.950 --> 01:10:18.450
Matt Landahl: parking lots, which I know it's not ideal, but at least it's like
another way that people could connect to Wi Fi. We got some great news this week.
719
01:10:18.750 --> 01:10:28.740
Matt Landahl: We found two companies that are able to ship hotspots to us. And so
one is able to do it a little bit more quickly. So we're hoping that we get at least
the first installment of hotspots.
720
01:10:29.490 --> 01:10:46.500
Matt Landahl: From one company next week because we do, we do have a number of
families identified that needs support with Wi Fi. And then the second company we're
working with probably in about three, three to four weeks, hopefully on the three
side will be able to ship somehow spouse to us as well.
721

01:10:47.850 --> 01:10:48.480
Matt Landahl: So,
722
01:10:48.870 --> 01:10:50.670
Matt Landahl: We're really trying to work hard.
723
01:10:51.210 --> 01:10:51.900
To
724
01:10:53.640 --> 01:10:56.640
Matt Landahl: You know, to meet people's needs during this time we are
725
01:10:56.760 --> 01:10:58.170
Matt Landahl: Having lots of meetings.
726
01:10:58.410 --> 01:10:59.430
Matt Landahl: Virtually with
727
01:11:00.720 --> 01:11:01.050
Craig Wolf: With
728
01:11:01.080 --> 01:11:08.400
Matt Landahl: You know, each schools, having meetings principals and teachers and
then we at the at my level have meetings with people across the district.
729
01:11:08.760 --> 01:11:10.380
Matt Landahl: Trying to fine tune what we're doing.
730
01:11:11.730 --> 01:11:15.240
Matt Landahl: It goes without saying that we'd much much much rather be at school.
731
01:11:15.630 --> 01:11:20.490
Matt Landahl: Right now, and that distance learning is not you know what we all
signed up for. But we're making the best of it.
732
01:11:20.910 --> 01:11:22.530
Matt Landahl: And we're trying to
733

01:11:22.950 --> 01:11:24.660
Matt Landahl: Also plan right now for every
734
01:11:24.660 --> 01:11:28.650
Matt Landahl: Contingency and which, which is a struggle because we
735
01:11:28.890 --> 01:11:29.610
Matt Landahl: You know know
736
01:11:29.760 --> 01:11:32.490
Matt Landahl: The same thing that everyone else knows that there's a lot of
questions.
737
01:11:32.880 --> 01:11:38.550
Matt Landahl: So, so we're working hard and we're trying to just every day.
738
01:11:38.610 --> 01:11:47.490
Matt Landahl: Sort of work out more logistical issues, either with food or the
learning side and but but a lot of people across the district.
739
01:11:48.390 --> 01:11:55.140
Matt Landahl: From, from every position have stepped up and and I also just want to
say a huge thank you to the community.
740
01:11:55.680 --> 01:12:06.960
Matt Landahl: For being supportive of the district during this time and and I say
every time, every chance I get like if people have need help with something please
to reach out to me or their
741
01:12:07.860 --> 01:12:17.130
Matt Landahl: Or their child's principal or their child's teacher and we will try to
connect families or help them ourselves whenever we can, but that's it. Anthony
742
01:12:17.670 --> 01:12:19.560
awhite: Right. Great. Any questions for Matt.
743
01:12:22.830 --> 01:12:23.910
James Case-Leal: I have a question.
744

01:12:24.570 --> 01:12:34.320
James Case-Leal: Okay. Um, well first off, man. I just want to say thank you for
everything you your administrative team and all of our teachers are doing right now
it's kind of
745
01:12:35.070 --> 01:12:45.600
James Case-Leal: unfathomable as soon as an educator myself. I have one class to
deal with and you're dealing with the sensors that amazing, particularly on the
academic side something I've been
746
01:12:46.350 --> 01:13:00.510
James Case-Leal: Thinking about a lot is about the sort of emotional side or
students are going through and how we're responding to that on the more acute scale
I'm reading articles all the time about upticks in domestic violence.
747
01:13:02.550 --> 01:13:16.830
James Case-Leal: Obviously tensions are high was involved tell homes can make it
more severe taken out on children. Um, but I also think about how our teachers and
counselors are mandated reporters and they're seeing children every day, typically
748
01:13:18.690 --> 01:13:27.630
James Case-Leal: A LITTLE CONCERNED just sort of, if we have any kind of or misbah
has any recommendations or if we have any protocol for thinking about how to check
in with kids remotely.
749
01:13:28.860 --> 01:13:32.730
James Case-Leal: Certainly on the more acute. We're talking about iOS, but even just
in general.
750
01:13:34.080 --> 01:13:39.090
James Case-Leal: There's any kind of strategy for how to reach out to kids not an
academic sense but in
751
01:13:39.510 --> 01:13:39.870
Sure.
752
01:13:41.760 --> 01:13:47.940
Matt Landahl: I think the main thing is just to do it. And so our social workers and
753
01:13:48.960 --> 01:14:04.530
Matt Landahl: guidance counselors and psychologists, not that. It's just on them,

but they've been doing reaching out with hundreds of kids, since this started just
trying to connect and check in and quite honestly I think most of our teachers are
doing the same. You know, when we
754
01:14:04.830 --> 01:14:07.140
Matt Landahl: Entered into this, we really focused on
755
01:14:07.140 --> 01:14:16.170
Matt Landahl: Connecting and and not just focused on getting work done and a lot of
teachers have really adopted that in our are also trying to check in on kids.
756
01:14:16.470 --> 01:14:20.970
Matt Landahl: So we don't necessarily have like a set protocol, but we are
relentlessly trying to check in.
757
01:14:21.030 --> 01:14:22.350
Matt Landahl: With kids and also
758
01:14:23.700 --> 01:14:28.290
Matt Landahl: The administrators in each building basically have a running list of
families.
759
01:14:28.590 --> 01:14:38.310
Matt Landahl: And kids that they haven't heard from in a few days, and those are the
ones that were doubling back on to make sure that they're doing. Okay. And so each
each school
760
01:14:39.750 --> 01:14:40.590
Matt Landahl: You know, has
761
01:14:41.070 --> 01:14:42.720
Matt Landahl: I guess spreadsheets of like
762
01:14:42.750 --> 01:14:44.070
Matt Landahl: You know, just sort of listening.
763
01:14:45.150 --> 01:14:56.010
Matt Landahl: concerns with families also families that need much more regular check
ins and and each teacher is really keeping an eye for for this as well.

764
01:14:56.400 --> 01:15:00.840
Matt Landahl: And so that's a great question. I think it's the most important thing
right now and and
765
01:15:02.340 --> 01:15:05.610
Matt Landahl: And everybody's feeling it in one way or the other. And so I think
766
01:15:08.010 --> 01:15:09.630
Craig Wolf: It makes it harder in some regards, but it
767
01:15:09.630 --> 01:15:23.100
Matt Landahl: also makes it easier for us to see because every family's going
through at every one of our employees, having some sort of struggle. I'm sure at
home as well. And so it makes us and I hope and I think it makes us more sensitive
to it.
768
01:15:24.210 --> 01:15:28.200
Matt Landahl: So we're really trying, and we meet very, very frequently with
769
01:15:28.290 --> 01:15:29.520
Matt Landahl: Our principals.
770
01:15:29.910 --> 01:15:31.410
Matt Landahl: And they meet with their
771
01:15:31.500 --> 01:15:35.370
Matt Landahl: You know care teams in the building just just always checking on
772
01:15:35.370 --> 01:15:37.350
Matt Landahl: Kids. That's our main focus right now is
773
01:15:37.890 --> 01:15:42.420
Matt Landahl: Is kind of the folks were worried about and the and just constantly
trying to reconnect.
774
01:15:43.650 --> 01:15:44.100
James Case-Leal: Thank you.
775

01:15:45.780 --> 01:15:46.800
awhite: Any other questions for Matt.
776
01:15:48.930 --> 01:15:49.290
Craig Wolf: One.
777
01:15:50.340 --> 01:15:54.030
Craig Wolf: Of the wonderful cool we have called Power school
778
01:15:55.980 --> 01:16:00.150
Craig Wolf: Can't see in my own case my students case anyway.
779
01:16:01.320 --> 01:16:12.450
Craig Wolf: Most teachers are not updating that I'm wondering if we're missing an
opportunity or whether it's feasible for them to do so. I think maybe one of the
ones that I'm familiar with doing that.
780
01:16:14.010 --> 01:16:25.470
Craig Wolf: But it's one of those things is, frankly, I miss you. We don't have the
kind of contact that we did back when school is in session and people seem to be
updating
781
01:16:26.310 --> 01:16:40.980
Craig Wolf: All stuff. We have a realize that there's some changes in grading and
how would he do marketing and so on. Could you discuss that. Please bring us up to
date as to where we are, where it looks like we're going to the extent that you know
782
01:16:41.490 --> 01:16:46.440
Matt Landahl: Sure. No, I think our delay and using that centers can put down what
you said is centers on
783
01:16:47.010 --> 01:16:56.160
Matt Landahl: The grading piece. And so we had a good meeting about grading today
and we're going to have two more meetings this week to try to finalize it and
784
01:16:56.730 --> 01:17:04.200
Matt Landahl: You know what, what, each with teachers at each level talked about
today was creating something that's very
785
01:17:04.980 --> 01:17:13.980

Matt Landahl: Sensitive to my kids are going through, but also communicates to
parents in some regard maybe not what it's looked like in the past, but like,
whether they're
786
01:17:14.370 --> 01:17:24.870
Matt Landahl: Approaching expectations meeting expectations are going beyond
expectations. And so I think once we get that set we'll probably see more updates in
the traditional manner, but I think most teachers have been
787
01:17:25.380 --> 01:17:33.900
Matt Landahl: very hesitant to start grading. I think their main focus has been just
making sure and working with kids to just log on and to connect
788
01:17:34.290 --> 01:17:43.560
Matt Landahl: And so once we get the grading system set, you'll probably see some
more updates. I'm imagining on that level, although I don't think it will look like
it look like in the past.
789
01:17:44.790 --> 01:17:52.860
Matt Landahl: You know, the teachers are using Google Classroom pretty much
exclusively as a way to communicate with the students then and
790
01:17:54.060 --> 01:17:59.610
Matt Landahl: So I think once grading happens, there'll be some updates their
powers, a little bit. I don't think it will look exactly like it looked
791
01:18:02.280 --> 01:18:02.640
Thank you.
792
01:18:04.290 --> 01:18:04.650
Craig Wolf: All right.
793
01:18:04.920 --> 01:18:10.170
awhite: See no other questions. I'm going to move to committee reports including
your comments.
794
01:18:10.230 --> 01:18:11.850
awhite: So I'll start with
795
01:18:13.020 --> 01:18:14.280

awhite: Kristin with facilities.
796
01:18:16.200 --> 01:18:33.180
Kristan Flynn: I think we're going to plan a meeting, possibly next week to discuss
some changes and staffing at the engineering architect firm that we awarded on our
contract to after our search. And just to kind of see
797
01:18:34.830 --> 01:18:50.280
Kristan Flynn: Where we go from there. If we're going to, you know, just kind of
discuss how that impacts our plans going forward, and maybe just even have some sort
of way to touch base about planning for the capital project. And what that even
looks like now.
798
01:18:52.110 --> 01:18:52.740
Kristan Flynn: And
799
01:18:54.960 --> 01:19:04.770
Kristan Flynn: I just wanted to. Yeah, that's all I have for all that, you know,
like, once we get that scheduled. I don't think we have even a tentative time not to
be talking about a tentative time for that to happen.
800
01:19:05.460 --> 01:19:09.570
Matt Landahl: It's I'm wide open. So whatever you guys come up with sign with me.
801
01:19:10.350 --> 01:19:11.970
Kristan Flynn: Okay, I'll reach out and try to
802
01:19:13.230 --> 01:19:15.720
Kristan Flynn: Find out everyone's schedule and we'll get something
803
01:19:17.850 --> 01:19:19.350
Kristan Flynn: get something going. Is anybody
804
01:19:20.490 --> 01:19:21.900
Kristan Flynn: Object to meeting during the day.
805
01:19:22.020 --> 01:19:22.410
At all.
806

01:19:23.490 --> 01:19:24.840
awhite: I would just need to know
807
01:19:25.920 --> 01:19:26.790
awhite: A cup like
808
01:19:26.820 --> 01:19:29.430
awhite: A couple days ahead of time just to make sure I don't have any other
meetings.
809
01:19:29.520 --> 01:19:34.590
awhite: Yeah day i'm not i'm not objecting to it. I would just need to like a week.
Notice
810
01:19:35.640 --> 01:19:35.910
Kristan Flynn: Okay.
811
01:19:37.080 --> 01:19:46.320
Mike Rutkoske: Here I would still still working full out. So I would still prefer
the evening, you know, Wednesday, even six o'clock would be fine.
812
01:19:47.760 --> 01:19:49.650
Mike Rutkoske: Earlier than normal would work for me.
813
01:19:54.360 --> 01:19:55.290
Pretty much anytime
814
01:19:56.940 --> 01:19:57.240
Kristan Flynn: Okay.
815
01:20:01.140 --> 01:20:15.720
Kristan Flynn: Okay, yeah, I am. I was I'm trying to consolidate everything just
having my kids here all the time. I'm working full time and trying to pay attention
to them. So I've been trying to limit my nighttime stuff, but that's fine six
o'clock should be good. All right, I'll get an email out to everybody.
816
01:20:17.010 --> 01:20:23.070
Kristan Flynn: And just wanted to echo the sentiments that were shared about how
really proud I am of

817
01:20:25.170 --> 01:20:37.380
Kristan Flynn: The leadership Matt and the administrators have shown and the
incredible staff, and I think that the priority has been in the right place, which
is holding the community together and first and then
818
01:20:38.760 --> 01:20:55.590
Kristan Flynn: I think that this is just a big blow, and it is I think a lot of our
kids in some and a lot of us are going through a form of grief right now. So it's
very hard to be task driven when you feel like there's, there's a lot of loss and
819
01:20:57.060 --> 01:21:07.830
Kristan Flynn: And so I feel like really support supporting each other and showing
what that looks like is a big lesson to come out of this and that informs the
resiliency of a community and
820
01:21:08.850 --> 01:21:10.620
Kristan Flynn: So thank you for for that.
821
01:21:12.390 --> 01:21:12.780
Kristan Flynn: That's all.
822
01:21:13.020 --> 01:21:13.710
awhite: Your Christian
823
01:21:15.510 --> 01:21:17.190
awhite: Thank you. Kristen. We're going to go to Jane Smith.
824
01:21:20.190 --> 01:21:22.980
James Case-Leal: I um, I wanted to begin by
825
01:21:23.730 --> 01:21:25.350
James Case-Leal: Echoing what Chris was saying and I
826
01:21:25.380 --> 01:21:32.640
James Case-Leal: Probably said it before, I don't think you'd be said enough. It's
just thank you to all of our administrators, of course, into your leadership, it's
827
01:21:33.480 --> 01:21:51.510
James Case-Leal: an invaluable time and we've really handled it so well, but also to

our food services care Pagano. Her whole team. I've been out there with fairground
handing out bags and it's just really inspiring and incredible to see what a
service. The school is is being to
828
01:21:51.600 --> 01:21:52.800
Craig Wolf: Our whole community and
829
01:21:52.980 --> 01:21:54.300
James Case-Leal: Talk to people individually.
830
01:21:54.630 --> 01:21:56.460
James Case-Leal: Who have lost their work.
831
01:21:56.550 --> 01:22:00.720
James Case-Leal: And they can't go to the grocery store and they can't afford along
this food. They say that
832
01:22:01.740 --> 01:22:04.170
James Case-Leal: To really get through based on
833
01:22:04.920 --> 01:22:06.810
James Case-Leal: The schools are doing the volunteer group.
834
01:22:06.810 --> 01:22:07.830
James Case-Leal: So thanks to everyone.
835
01:22:08.430 --> 01:22:10.290
James Case-Leal: For teachers. It's really incredible.
836
01:22:11.220 --> 01:22:12.030
I'm
837
01:22:13.290 --> 01:22:16.710
awhite: James, can you hold on one second. Can you mute yourself. We're getting
background from you.
838
01:22:18.870 --> 01:22:19.560
Craig Wolf: How does that better.

839
01:22:21.810 --> 01:22:22.650
awhite: We could try it. Go ahead.
840
01:22:23.460 --> 01:22:28.350
James Case-Leal: Okay, um, for our policy committee, you know we we miss we
postponed or
841
01:22:29.400 --> 01:22:30.810
James Case-Leal: We cancelled the last meeting it
842
01:22:30.810 --> 01:22:36.180
James Case-Leal: Was an extra meeting anyway that we're trying to squeeze in the
next one is scheduled to be
843
01:22:38.250 --> 01:22:39.960
James Case-Leal: On the fourth of May.
844
01:22:42.570 --> 01:22:45.660
James Case-Leal: Matt, I wanted to, I don't want to add any more to all
845
01:22:45.780 --> 01:22:51.210
Matt Landahl: No, no, I, I have some policies. I was going to just briefly look at
him and then send them your way. So,
846
01:22:51.240 --> 01:22:52.230
Craig Wolf: We're ready to go. Ready.
847
01:22:52.470 --> 01:22:56.190
James Case-Leal: Before. Okay, excellent then send them our way and we look forward
to that.
848
01:22:56.520 --> 01:23:01.920
James Case-Leal: And if you want to put any extra ones that are that are on there.
Like I said, until you get started.
849
01:23:02.640 --> 01:23:03.000
Okay.
850

01:23:04.470 --> 01:23:06.180
James Case-Leal: Excellent. So that's the to say that is
851
01:23:07.440 --> 01:23:18.870
James Case-Leal: I mean my schedule is I'm completely working from home right now.
So my federal completely open and you don't have to do in the evening, but the rest
of the committee, just let me know what works for you.
852
01:23:20.640 --> 01:23:22.410
James Case-Leal: Does anyone have any preferences in terms of time.
853
01:23:23.070 --> 01:23:24.570
awhite: Just to say that I had, but that funnel.
854
01:23:27.030 --> 01:23:27.930
James Case-Leal: Take anything. Sorry.
855
01:23:28.290 --> 01:23:31.860
awhite: Just the same, that I have with the facilities is that I needed at least two
weeks.
856
01:23:32.280 --> 01:23:35.640
awhite: So I could just schedule around what we schedule.
857
01:23:36.540 --> 01:23:37.410
James Case-Leal: Alyssa, Anthony.
858
01:23:38.070 --> 01:23:50.370
Elissa: On Monday evening still better for me because I'm working all day, just like
as if I was in the office. So, unfortunately. My days are not really freed up at all
right.
859
01:23:51.120 --> 01:23:51.930
James Case-Leal: So seven o'clock.
860
01:23:52.980 --> 01:23:58.530
Antony Tseng: Yeah, I'm still working. I'm still working. Even though I'm working
from home still working great.
861

01:23:58.890 --> 01:24:00.870
James Case-Leal: Alright, well it is seven o'clock on
862
01:24:02.490 --> 01:24:03.120
James Case-Leal: May 4
863
01:24:04.050 --> 01:24:04.410
awhite: Alright.
864
01:24:04.920 --> 01:24:06.000
Any questions for James
865
01:24:07.440 --> 01:24:11.160
Antony Tseng: Yeah, James, do we get anything for this month, though the review or
no.
866
01:24:11.850 --> 01:24:12.300
James Case-Leal: No, we
867
01:24:12.510 --> 01:24:13.590
Matt Landahl: Did I'll send those
868
01:24:13.590 --> 01:24:15.330
James Case-Leal: Out. Okay.
869
01:24:16.140 --> 01:24:16.620
James Case-Leal: Thanks, man.
870
01:24:19.980 --> 01:24:21.570
awhite: Alright, Flora wellness.
871
01:24:23.430 --> 01:24:26.640
Flora: Yeah, so, um, we wellness isn't
872
01:24:27.570 --> 01:24:31.860
Craig Wolf: Meeting right now, obviously, and I spoke to Dr. Roland
873
01:24:31.860 --> 01:24:41.880

Craig Wolf: Today, and we're anticipating a delay with assessing the Wellness
Policy, although there's no word on what that's going to look like.
874
01:24:43.170 --> 01:24:58.080
Flora: So there. There isn't much to report, but I do feel like wellness is
happening all over the community right now. I'm so I want to thank everybody who's
pitching in the volunteers, the staff can provide caravan always been so amazing and
875
01:24:58.860 --> 01:25:03.270
Craig Wolf: The transportation department for making everything that they're doing
possible and
876
01:25:03.690 --> 01:25:10.170
Flora: I'm Dr. Landau for being sort of this rock and it's crazy storm. I seriously.
877
01:25:10.200 --> 01:25:11.790
Craig Wolf: Don't know how you do it. I would
878
01:25:12.900 --> 01:25:17.280
Craig Wolf: I would have lost my mind by now. So thank you for being for the rest of
that don't have
879
01:25:22.140 --> 01:25:32.010
awhite: Any questions before so I just have a comment when you said that the
community is doing well. There's some really good things going on in the community.
I know that I'm some, some people have reached out
880
01:25:32.370 --> 01:25:37.530
awhite: And like there was one instance where they did like a take superball square
pool.
881
01:25:38.340 --> 01:25:49.530
awhite: Where it has 100 squares and then people don't even $30 for square. And what
they did is that, so that was $3,000 and then they donated if your name was picked
or your number was drawn that person got to pick a business.
882
01:25:50.220 --> 01:25:55.590
awhite: To donate the money to they could pick one business to get 500 or two
businesses to do to 50
883

01:25:55.920 --> 01:26:01.500
awhite: And then the same people that organized that did an easter egg one where
they had, I think it was up to.
884
01:26:02.520 --> 01:26:04.290
awhite: 330 $500 or
885
01:26:05.310 --> 01:26:06.240
awhite: It could have been more
886
01:26:06.510 --> 01:26:10.320
awhite: But um they picked eggs and they picked like five or six eggs and they
donated
887
01:26:10.380 --> 01:26:11.160
awhite: And the money's worth.
888
01:26:11.190 --> 01:26:15.090
awhite: The money was donated to local businesses. So people are doing really good
things.
889
01:26:15.540 --> 01:26:16.800
Craig Wolf: The bad common Megan.
890
01:26:17.250 --> 01:26:18.870
Flora: Yes. Yeah, yeah.
891
01:26:19.230 --> 01:26:19.800
Craig Wolf: My neighbors.
892
01:26:19.830 --> 01:26:21.300
Flora: Yeah yeah yeah
893
01:26:21.690 --> 01:26:28.530
Flora: Been really even though there's a lot of darkness. It's been really
encouraging to see all the really wonderful things that are happening.
894
01:26:30.240 --> 01:26:32.520
awhite: Yeah, it's really nice to see how the community is coming together and

895
01:26:32.940 --> 01:26:33.210
So,
896
01:26:34.560 --> 01:26:35.220
awhite: Thank you for
897
01:26:36.300 --> 01:26:37.770
awhite: I'm Anthony diversity.
898
01:26:43.980 --> 01:26:44.430
Craig Wolf: Well, I
899
01:26:44.520 --> 01:26:54.600
Antony Tseng: There's nothing to report the diversity committees, a school board
committee and I've been asked to board a district comedian and obviously with under
these conditions. We're not meeting.
900
01:26:56.670 --> 01:27:18.030
Antony Tseng: I do have a board common question or something. So first of all, thank
you. Thank you, Matt administrative team all the staff and personality that had been
contributing with the with the feeding the children program your report about
reaching thousand about 1000 of
901
01:27:19.140 --> 01:27:25.410
Antony Tseng: Families like they are meals. Was it, I believe it was, it was pretty
pretty remarkable.
902
01:27:26.670 --> 01:27:28.560
Antony Tseng: Thank you for all that and thank you for
903
01:27:28.560 --> 01:27:29.160
Also
904
01:27:30.660 --> 01:27:33.900
Antony Tseng: Trying to make sure everyone's connected, but the Wi Fi and internet
905
01:27:35.280 --> 01:27:42.900
Antony Tseng: There was a suggestion I think that I think James started and Kristen

also kind of waited about in the
906
01:27:45.030 --> 01:27:48.480
Antony Tseng: The perception that that our budget is flat.
907
01:27:49.710 --> 01:27:51.240
Antony Tseng: Are we going to
908
01:27:52.500 --> 01:28:01.740
Antony Tseng: It after that conversation with the end of the workshop. I didn't see
any follow up action on that. That's something we put on the agenda is something
that we defer to the
909
01:28:02.820 --> 01:28:03.450
Antony Tseng: To the
910
01:28:05.700 --> 01:28:07.950
Antony Tseng: Um, so I credit a camera for your committees name right now.
911
01:28:09.630 --> 01:28:16.260
Antony Tseng: Yeah, I mean, what is that something that we need to discuss and take
action, put it on someone's list or something.
912
01:28:18.390 --> 01:28:21.930
awhite: I have no problem with it gone to the Public Relations Committee as a draft
something for the board.
913
01:28:24.810 --> 01:28:25.710
James Case-Leal: We need emotion for
914
01:28:26.610 --> 01:28:31.470
awhite: Know, I think that expect the public relations, they could just work on
drafting something then Branson next for me.
915
01:28:36.300 --> 01:28:37.230
awhite: Anything else, Anthony.
916
01:28:38.160 --> 01:28:40.230
Antony Tseng: That's it. Thank you. Alright.

917
01:28:41.340 --> 01:28:42.780
awhite: Um, unless
918
01:28:46.500 --> 01:28:48.300
Elissa: I apologize. First, for being late.
919
01:28:49.980 --> 01:28:52.680
Elissa: Day behind on life here because we had power outage.
920
01:28:53.220 --> 01:28:56.130
Elissa: For a day and a half, so I didn't even know what day it was
921
01:28:56.790 --> 01:28:58.170
Antony Tseng: I was making dinner and then
922
01:28:58.500 --> 01:29:00.210
Elissa: Happened to look at my phone and saw
923
01:29:00.960 --> 01:29:02.880
Elissa: And we have a meeting tonight. So, I'm sorry.
924
01:29:02.880 --> 01:29:03.480
Elissa: About that.
925
01:29:05.220 --> 01:29:06.060
Elissa: I don't have
926
01:29:06.150 --> 01:29:08.130
Elissa: Really any comments, except
927
01:29:08.220 --> 01:29:09.840
Elissa: What others have already said.
928
01:29:09.900 --> 01:29:10.920
Elissa: Which is thank
929

01:29:10.920 --> 01:29:14.490
Elissa: You to Matt and your staff, you guys are doing an amazing job and
930
01:29:15.450 --> 01:29:17.850
Elissa: The feedback that I'm seeing and hearing is
931
01:29:18.210 --> 01:29:21.270
Elissa: Really, really good. So I'm very proud.
932
01:29:21.840 --> 01:29:25.260
Elissa: Of what we've accomplished during this ridiculous time so
933
01:29:26.700 --> 01:29:27.210
Elissa: Thank you.
934
01:29:28.440 --> 01:29:29.100
Elissa: That's all I have.
935
01:29:29.580 --> 01:29:30.900
awhite: Right. Thank you, Mike.
936
01:29:33.240 --> 01:29:42.300
Mike Rutkoske: I want to also reflect appreciation to Matt and the leadership, you
know, central office and also through the school district.
937
01:29:42.930 --> 01:29:52.350
Mike Rutkoske: Schools for for keeping things going. And I, you know, and look
forward to hopefully we'll be able to reopen before the end of before the end of
school so
938
01:29:53.010 --> 01:30:03.180
Mike Rutkoske: Thank you for all the work you've done just wants to want to
recognize they all match memory and all the team for what you have accomplished, or
what we all have accomplished over the last couple years.
939
01:30:03.660 --> 01:30:16.320
Mike Rutkoske: With the budget and programming and bringing in teachers and reducing
school sizes and really also getting out to a longer view, you know, three, five
year plan. So I think we're really set up.

940
01:30:17.490 --> 01:30:21.270
Mike Rutkoske: To, to really continue to improve. So I do appreciate that.
941
01:30:22.500 --> 01:30:24.360
Craig Wolf: So that's all I had. Thanks.
942
01:30:25.170 --> 01:30:25.980
Mike Rutkoske: And I'm sorry, Craig.
943
01:30:26.490 --> 01:30:26.820
Public
944
01:30:28.410 --> 01:30:31.830
awhite: Comments tame it reminded me so I'm public relations.
945
01:30:32.970 --> 01:30:34.170
Craig Wolf: Cherry. Can you hear me good.
946
01:30:35.250 --> 01:30:36.180
Craig Wolf: Mm hmm. Okay.
947
01:30:37.200 --> 01:30:48.390
Craig Wolf: So we had that comment earlier about what kind of apps to see, we might
do under the circumstances. It's really kind of hard to figure, but I think we
fitted
948
01:30:49.470 --> 01:30:53.730
Craig Wolf: By to meet and maybe we can tag team with the facilities meeting.
949
01:30:54.870 --> 01:31:03.030
Craig Wolf: If Kristen gets set set up and I'll be there for one one night to
meetings are here for one
950
01:31:04.140 --> 01:31:05.670
Craig Wolf: Or two meetings, wherever it is.
951
01:31:07.590 --> 01:31:17.580
Craig Wolf: There are a couple things to report, basically what happened is that the

state budget adoption became something that nobody's ever seen before.
952
01:31:18.120 --> 01:31:25.620
Craig Wolf: And I thought I'd seen it all with some of the attics that have gone on
in past years, but this is a new one. And they basically
953
01:31:26.610 --> 01:31:33.630
Craig Wolf: At this point, they can only adopt anything by acclamation, which means
if one person disagrees with it. The whole thing goes down.
954
01:31:34.260 --> 01:31:47.190
Craig Wolf: That's like not even having a legislator, almost. So I'm very concerned
about that. And I'd like to hear more about exactly what they think they can do so
if you guys have had discussions with
955
01:31:47.760 --> 01:31:54.570
Craig Wolf: Our representatives about that question of just what kind of. What kind
of juice to they have these days.
956
01:31:55.620 --> 01:31:56.700
Craig Wolf: I'd like to hear it.
957
01:31:58.080 --> 01:32:02.820
Craig Wolf: But there's a number of things in the inactive budget and it works.
Nope.
958
01:32:04.530 --> 01:32:04.980
Craig Wolf: And as
959
01:32:06.660 --> 01:32:15.660
Craig Wolf: As indicated earlier, one of the things that we don't know about is
what's happening with school board elections and petitions and the adoption of the
budget.
960
01:32:16.170 --> 01:32:30.360
Craig Wolf: We do know that it's not going to happen until after June one. But what
we don't know is when we're going to get more information from the governor's office
about what kind of special arrangements will be made.
961
01:32:31.800 --> 01:32:37.560

Craig Wolf: And that is, you know, there are three of us, whose terms expired on
June 30
962
01:32:38.580 --> 01:32:55.620
Craig Wolf: And that's the same for boards around the state and least in different
different iterations, depending upon what kind of districts. It is now many
executive board but one logical thing that they are to do is extend the terms of
incumbents.
963
01:32:57.240 --> 01:33:07.590
Craig Wolf: Because otherwise, we start to have a whole new set of problems about
just who's on the board and who's got legitimate standing to be there. We don't need
that kind of problem right now.
964
01:33:08.760 --> 01:33:23.490
Craig Wolf: And it's not about doing. There's also people who might want to run for
a board seat. What are they supposed to do so. I've been carrying on a conversation
with Brian fester read this book. He's a director of the
965
01:33:24.720 --> 01:33:34.620
Craig Wolf: The outreach advocacy wing there and had a response that we shared with
you by email earlier today. If you haven't looked at it, please do.
966
01:33:35.850 --> 01:33:43.710
Craig Wolf: They aren't working on it. And I know the governor's a very busy person
and stay dad is very busy because we're juggling
967
01:33:45.060 --> 01:33:58.110
Craig Wolf: But this does need to be resolved. So we put a little pressure on there,
and I hope that that helps someone so we should see more very soon, because the
times the wasted.
968
01:33:59.700 --> 01:34:17.970
Craig Wolf: It when they adopted the inactive budget as Emery described for you. We
pretty much came out flat as a good way to put it, the pandemic adjustment is down
and the Federal care, Zach, money is in and they basically equal each other.
969
01:34:19.080 --> 01:34:31.140
Craig Wolf: But is Meredith mentioned as quite correct because there is inflation
and because we do have contract increases, not to mention the fact that we have
hopes and dreams and goals.

970
01:34:32.580 --> 01:34:34.620
Craig Wolf: winds up being effectively cut
971
01:34:36.210 --> 01:34:38.910
Craig Wolf: So one thing that the state budget.
972
01:34:40.230 --> 01:34:50.670
Craig Wolf: Process did not do was to attempt to raise any kind of special levy or
special taxi. Some of you may remember what time. We didn't have a billionaire sex.
973
01:34:51.720 --> 01:35:00.030
Craig Wolf: Whatever happened to that. I mean, it's just like totally dropped by the
boards and even get a good discussion from what I can see, so
974
01:35:01.680 --> 01:35:13.620
Craig Wolf: Who's going to be on the short end of the stick. Well, and some extent
all the local property taxpayers and but to the main extent it's going to be the
students
975
01:35:14.070 --> 01:35:29.820
Craig Wolf: Who are not going to see the kind of advances that we've been working on
and we'll probably see some kind of setbacks, if nothing happens to improve this at
the federal level, we seem to have a nice, wonderful rail debate going on about
who's got the power
976
01:35:30.900 --> 01:35:45.960
Craig Wolf: I know that our seventh grade classes we teach about the Constitution
and the amendments there too. There's a 10th Amendment thing that kind of clarifies
but the relationship is between the states and the federal government. I suggest
President Trump should read it.
977
01:35:48.570 --> 01:35:52.080
Craig Wolf: But anyway, getting back to the state of New York. There are some things
that happened.
978
01:35:53.880 --> 01:36:06.570
Craig Wolf: That we've talked about before, that actually were positive the
governor's proposal to dissolve 10 expense based aids and the foundation aid was
rejected by the legislature.
979

01:36:08.310 --> 01:36:22.500
Craig Wolf: pleased to hear that because we advocated in that direction. There were
proposes to change building aid and transportation aid in a way that would not have
been good for us. But that was also rejected. So that was a plus.
980
01:36:23.730 --> 01:36:24.180
Craig Wolf: The
981
01:36:26.070 --> 01:36:35.340
Craig Wolf: Building level financial data apparently is still in and I'm not sure
how that's going to come out this this is quoted Ronnie wants to
982
01:36:36.000 --> 01:36:46.200
Craig Wolf: Detail that sound that at some point of the good to hear about. I'm not
sure what the latest is really there was had time off for voting law, which was
going to
983
01:36:47.610 --> 01:36:54.030
Craig Wolf: Interview the adverse to keeping education going. So that was
984
01:36:56.010 --> 01:37:08.220
Craig Wolf: reverted to require only two hours of paid leave fully for employees who
do not have a four hour window, either before after work. So that was a plus size. I
can see
985
01:37:09.480 --> 01:37:14.190
Craig Wolf: So we have some good things to look at on the legislative outcome.
986
01:37:16.650 --> 01:37:21.510
Craig Wolf: That's my long winded report. Questions, comments, thoughts.
987
01:37:23.340 --> 01:37:24.330
awhite: And questions for Craig.
988
01:37:25.980 --> 01:37:27.600
James Case-Leal: And I have a question about
989
01:37:29.010 --> 01:37:31.260
James Case-Leal: We're talking about writing up a resolution.

990
01:37:32.460 --> 01:37:35.460
James Case-Leal: Would you want to pass around a draft as that.
991
01:37:36.510 --> 01:37:41.730
James Case-Leal: Would you be writing that in meeting or some you would draft
something up with you want to share that with us before the next meeting.
992
01:37:45.090 --> 01:37:45.420
awhite: I think
993
01:37:45.450 --> 01:37:48.930
Craig Wolf: I'm not sure what the timing should be. Yeah. Today you have some
thoughts on that.
994
01:37:49.530 --> 01:37:51.000
awhite: Sure. So I think what's the committee.
995
01:37:51.090 --> 01:37:55.590
awhite: Get comes with it. They could share it definitely before the meeting, but I
think the committee needs a draft at first.
996
01:37:55.950 --> 01:37:59.790
awhite: So after the committee report, we could get it right out to you. So the rest
of the board.
997
01:37:59.910 --> 01:38:00.060
Craig Wolf: The
998
01:38:00.210 --> 01:38:00.900
awhite: Art to the meeting.
999
01:38:01.920 --> 01:38:02.220
James Case-Leal: This
1000
01:38:02.700 --> 01:38:05.640
Craig Wolf: Meeting is set for what was the date for the next meeting of the Board.
1001
01:38:09.210 --> 01:38:11.130

awhite: What's it April 24 is the next
1002
01:38:11.130 --> 01:38:11.400
Meeting.
1003
01:38:15.990 --> 01:38:16.590
awhite: Well, before
1004
01:38:16.950 --> 01:38:20.790
awhite: I'm not saying the next meeting, but before the board meeting when it would
be adopted.
1005
01:38:21.450 --> 01:38:23.310
James Case-Leal: Okay, great. It doesn't decide questions.
1006
01:38:23.790 --> 01:38:24.900
Craig Wolf: Probably should know this who
1007
01:38:24.960 --> 01:38:26.190
James Case-Leal: Who's on that committee crag
1008
01:38:27.060 --> 01:38:27.750
James Case-Leal: Does anyone else.
1009
01:38:27.930 --> 01:38:29.310
Kristan Flynn: Melissa, Meredith.
1010
01:38:30.420 --> 01:38:30.900
Okay, great.
1011
01:38:35.160 --> 01:38:36.810
Kristan Flynn: Now that's what he was talking about meeting.
1012
01:38:39.570 --> 01:38:40.860
James Case-Leal: Okay, so we're looking
1013
01:38:40.860 --> 01:38:41.190
Craig Wolf: At next

1014
01:38:45.150 --> 01:38:47.580
Craig Wolf: So facilities at 7pm.
1015
01:38:48.450 --> 01:38:50.790
Kristan Flynn: I think we said facilities at six possibly
1016
01:38:52.260 --> 01:38:53.100
Craig Wolf: I can do that. Yeah.
1017
01:38:54.570 --> 01:38:55.590
Craig Wolf: All right, what was the date.
1018
01:38:59.490 --> 01:39:01.080
Craig Wolf: Today will be this coming Wednesday.
1019
01:39:02.100 --> 01:39:03.540
Craig Wolf: For our committee meeting.
1020
01:39:08.730 --> 01:39:09.990
Mike Rutkoske: Next Wednesday. Right.
1021
01:39:11.730 --> 01:39:13.650
Craig Wolf: Wednesday will be the 22nd. Yes.
1022
01:39:15.990 --> 01:39:16.530
meredithheuer: So,
1023
01:39:17.340 --> 01:39:19.590
Craig Wolf: These goes at six. What time
1024
01:39:20.970 --> 01:39:22.020
Craig Wolf: To go
1025
01:39:22.740 --> 01:39:24.870
Kristan Flynn: Well, it really depends on what we
1026

01:39:24.900 --> 01:39:30.960
Kristan Flynn: How much ground we think we need to cover and we could probably do it
in an hour, two hours.
1027
01:39:33.510 --> 01:39:35.310
awhite: Think there's gotta be some lengthy discussion.
1028
01:39:35.910 --> 01:39:36.270
Okay.
1029
01:39:37.380 --> 01:39:37.590
Kristan Flynn: Yeah.
1030
01:39:37.980 --> 01:39:39.420
Craig Wolf: Could be could be
1031
01:39:42.930 --> 01:39:46.770
Craig Wolf: Your to allow that two hours for that facilities meeting.
1032
01:39:47.340 --> 01:39:48.060
awhite: Yes, so say
1033
01:39:48.660 --> 01:39:50.250
Kristan Flynn: Six to eight, six to eight.
1034
01:39:50.430 --> 01:39:55.980
Kristan Flynn: And then a few as eight or 834
1035
01:39:58.980 --> 01:39:59.250
Kristan Flynn: Well,
1036
01:39:59.760 --> 01:40:01.800
Craig Wolf: You know, why don't we figure
1037
01:40:03.120 --> 01:40:20.220
Craig Wolf: Call it so that we have to publicize this, you know, so if we have to
delay it at least we've set a time. So why don't you say eight o'clock. Greg for for
the 22nd. 22nd. That sounds good, a class on the 22nd and then the facilities would
be six o'clock on the 22nd.

1038
01:40:21.960 --> 01:40:25.530
Craig Wolf: We'll have to figure out how we do I get probably a phone conference or
whatever.
1039
01:40:28.560 --> 01:40:31.260
Craig Wolf: Six feet apart or what we could do this.
1040
01:40:31.650 --> 01:40:32.700
awhite: This platform, Craig.
1041
01:40:34.740 --> 01:40:35.010
Thanks.
1042
01:40:36.150 --> 01:40:37.710
Craig Wolf: Yep. Okay.
1043
01:40:39.330 --> 01:40:39.750
Craig Wolf: All right.
1044
01:40:43.380 --> 01:40:44.100
awhite: Any other questions.
1045
01:40:47.010 --> 01:40:47.970
awhite: All right, Meredith Europe.
1046
01:40:50.490 --> 01:40:51.060
meredithheuer: Um,
1047
01:40:52.140 --> 01:40:57.780
meredithheuer: You know, I feel the same as everyone else. I think that the district
is doing a great job and the priorities are.
1048
01:40:58.320 --> 01:41:12.660
meredithheuer: Perfect on the health and mental health of students before we get
into the other stuff. And I think a lot of compassion in terms of online learning,
since it's so new to everyone and I don't have any committee reports, we don't have
another

1049
01:41:13.950 --> 01:41:18.690
meredithheuer: Curriculum meeting scheduled Eric. Are you will not be what's
1050
01:41:18.720 --> 01:41:20.010
meredithheuer: What's happening with that.
1051
01:41:20.070 --> 01:41:20.550
meredithheuer: Would be
1052
01:41:22.080 --> 01:41:23.010
meredithheuer: You end up again.
1053
01:41:25.980 --> 01:41:31.200
wright.e: Think a lot of the curriculum work has been going through the committee's
established throughout the course of the day.
1054
01:41:31.620 --> 01:41:35.790
wright.e: Only being because we've had too many changes on the fly like to distance
learning plan.
1055
01:41:37.200 --> 01:41:47.070
wright.e: Into a grading practices, etc. I think once we can get all of those things
that we may be able to come back together after that point and have some meetings.
1056
01:41:47.520 --> 01:41:56.040
wright.e: But a lot of the pieces that we were talking about work for next year and
being that the budget is going to be flat, you may have to hold off.
1057
01:41:56.940 --> 01:42:01.110
wright.e: So we kind of have to play it by ear. Before you know we make that
decision moving forward.
1058
01:42:02.100 --> 01:42:04.620
meredithheuer: Okay. Keep me posted um
1059
01:42:05.640 --> 01:42:06.570
meredithheuer: So, yeah.
1060

01:42:10.290 --> 01:42:10.860
awhite: That's it, man.
1061
01:42:12.510 --> 01:42:13.560
awhite: Alright, any questions from Eric
1062
01:42:15.450 --> 01:42:25.380
awhite: Right, I have no comments. Besides, you know, great job with the
administrative staff that they're doing and the principles as well as the teachers I
know my kids, you know, took a while to get back in the
1063
01:42:26.640 --> 01:42:35.370
awhite: Schedule like once they started this week we really got back into the
schedule. I think what really helped was that flexible Friday and the virtual field
trip Friday helped
1064
01:42:36.270 --> 01:42:44.130
awhite: A ton. So they had from last Friday and so that gave them something look
forward to in the projects and stuff. So, good job with that or or administrators
1065
01:42:46.290 --> 01:42:49.860
awhite: Look back. Alright, next is new business. We do have
1066
01:42:51.090 --> 01:42:57.360
awhite: A discussion in budget vote for the school boards and this is a roll call.
1067
01:43:03.270 --> 01:43:04.650
awhite: I'm sorry, I'm just trying to pull it up.
1068
01:43:15.090 --> 01:43:19.530
Craig Wolf: I said again Maria was trying to talk to unmuted. Yes.
1069
01:43:22.350 --> 01:43:24.660
annmariequartironi: Okay I unmuted. Okay.
1070
01:43:25.380 --> 01:43:25.680
Craig Wolf: Um,
1071
01:43:25.800 --> 01:43:29.730

annmariequartironi: It's for discussion purposes, Anthony. The vote is the 21st
board meeting.
1072
01:43:30.240 --> 01:43:45.420
awhite: Okay. And so we did. I know. Matt put in an update that. If you have any
questions they were going to come to a board meeting, but due to the school
closures. If you have any questions, I think Matt said you can email him and he'll
forward to Dr. Holy or he gave you, Doctor Who leads our
1073
01:43:46.860 --> 01:43:48.660
awhite: Email so you can email them directly.
1074
01:43:48.780 --> 01:43:52.680
awhite: But the all the information on the budget is there as well as the three
candidate.
1075
01:43:54.120 --> 01:43:54.300
awhite: And
1076
01:43:54.720 --> 01:44:01.740
Mike Rutkoske: So so out to look for the email I may, I may have a few questions for
him another see this presentation.
1077
01:44:03.660 --> 01:44:09.240
awhite: Sure. So I think it was in a Friday update that Matt gave Mike he
1078
01:44:09.420 --> 01:44:14.370
Matt Landahl: Mike, you can just, you can just email me and I can send them to dr
Julio if you want
1079
01:44:14.430 --> 01:44:16.530
meredithheuer: Okay, there's also an email on the
1080
01:44:16.710 --> 01:44:19.020
meredithheuer: PowerPoint presentation. Sure.
1081
01:44:21.900 --> 01:44:34.710
Mike Rutkoske: All right, I'll look for. I'm sure it is ok we I mean, basically, we
don't really have much of a say in this unless we're going to back out of both of
us, which we're not going to do

1082
01:44:36.960 --> 01:44:38.700
Mike Rutkoske: That's, that's kind of my view of it.
1083
01:44:42.540 --> 01:44:46.980
Mike Rutkoske: So I'll put together some questions and I ran them through through
I'll give him to you, Matt.
1084
01:44:48.360 --> 01:44:49.380
Matt Landahl: Okay. Sounds good.
1085
01:44:50.940 --> 01:44:52.830
awhite: Any other questions about the bosses budget.
1086
01:44:56.010 --> 01:45:06.690
awhite: Alright, go on to the other new business discussion about the 2020 census.
This is something I know, I know. Florida reached out we were going to put it on the
last board meeting, but we weren't sure how the platform of the
1087
01:45:08.040 --> 01:45:08.550
Antony Tseng: Car
1088
01:45:08.760 --> 01:45:15.600
awhite: Go. So we felt a little bit more comfortable. So we added on Florida, did
you want to start that discussion.
1089
01:45:17.970 --> 01:45:22.410
Flora: I can, you know, I should have. I wish I'd seen that it was on there.
1090
01:45:25.710 --> 01:45:31.230
Flora: Have been a little more prepared, but so this is a discussion that
1091
01:45:33.060 --> 01:45:36.600
Antony Tseng: We're having with Dr. Land all and Julie. Sure. Oh, she
1092
01:45:37.680 --> 01:45:38.340
Antony Tseng: Before
1093

01:45:39.450 --> 01:45:40.650
Sort of took over.
1094
01:45:41.850 --> 01:45:46.770
Flora: And we were talking about just making families.
1095
01:45:46.800 --> 01:45:48.480
Antony Tseng: In the district aware that
1096
01:45:49.380 --> 01:45:53.910
Flora: You know, filling out the census is something that's not only safe for them
to do, but it's
1097
01:45:53.910 --> 01:45:55.350
Antony Tseng: Also really critical.
1098
01:45:55.950 --> 01:45:59.760
Craig Wolf: To the future of our funding and to, you know,
1099
01:46:01.320 --> 01:46:15.690
Flora: citizens of the state getting you know everything that that they're owed. And
so there was some language which I, I will send around. I am going to have to look
through my email and find it that
1100
01:46:16.140 --> 01:46:20.520
Craig Wolf: We were talking about sharing out with the community. I don't know,
given
1101
01:46:20.730 --> 01:46:23.880
Flora: everything that's going on you know how we want to do that or
1102
01:46:23.880 --> 01:46:26.250
Antony Tseng: what that would look like, um,
1103
01:46:27.450 --> 01:46:33.300
Flora: I, I believe. Still, still a critical thing maybe now more than ever.
1104
01:46:34.560 --> 01:46:36.030
Craig Wolf: So that's where

1105
01:46:36.060 --> 01:46:39.630
Flora: You know, that's where I had done. We had initially talked about making
1106
01:46:40.950 --> 01:46:41.820
Flora: April.
1107
01:46:41.970 --> 01:46:49.980
Craig Wolf: That you know census Awareness Month and then communicating in, you
know, in every district communication sort of mentioning
1108
01:46:50.010 --> 01:46:50.910
Flora: Something about it.
1109
01:46:52.350 --> 01:46:55.170
Flora: So I don't know. Not if you've had a
1110
01:46:55.320 --> 01:46:57.300
Craig Wolf: Specific events or what you would want it to look.
1111
01:46:57.300 --> 01:47:04.710
Antony Tseng: Like now given everything that's going on. But that's sort of where we
ended and there's certainly language we use
1112
01:47:05.910 --> 01:47:06.600
Want to use that
1113
01:47:09.360 --> 01:47:21.420
Matt Landahl: Yeah, I'm happy to pull that and just start communicating it in some
of my communications and you know it seems like it's more important now than ever.
So
1114
01:47:22.710 --> 01:47:31.380
Matt Landahl: I'll just pull up the stuff from our meeting this seems like a lot
seems like a really long time ago and and start communicating about running past few
1115
01:47:31.380 --> 01:47:31.740
Flora: Years.

1116
01:47:31.800 --> 01:47:33.720
Matt Landahl: I mean, so I'm like, yeah, that's
1117
01:47:33.870 --> 01:47:41.850
Craig Wolf: Great, and I'll send you. I'll send I'll send to everyone, but you know
you that you can you can start making use of it.
1118
01:47:41.910 --> 01:47:44.910
Flora: What we the language we had come up with and
1119
01:47:45.600 --> 01:47:46.770
Flora: Yeah, that's
1120
01:47:46.890 --> 01:47:50.100
Flora: That's really all I had. I mean, unless anybody has a question.
1121
01:47:51.060 --> 01:47:52.830
Antony Tseng: I'd love to just chime in real quick.
1122
01:47:53.430 --> 01:48:03.330
James Case-Leal: In regards to the census. I just wanted to say for anyone who might
be listening, uh, I actually did my census today. It's been on my to do list for a
long time.
1123
01:48:04.080 --> 01:48:08.220
James Case-Leal: But we did it online. And it was really easy. It's my 2020
census.gov
1124
01:48:08.610 --> 01:48:18.030
James Case-Leal: Just wanted to say it since I feel like we should bring let's say
the site. Every time we can. It's very, very simple. It's very quick. Some of the
questions felt a little invasive just
1125
01:48:18.060 --> 01:48:26.520
James Case-Leal: For me personally, but I decided it is worth it. You just need to
say your birthday, your name and your address of all the people who live there. So,
1126
01:48:27.450 --> 01:48:35.610
James Case-Leal: It wasn't as invasive as some things. But, you know, that is just

be prepared. I think it's worth it. And you should do it, but that's where are you
doing
1127
01:48:38.610 --> 01:48:40.830
awhite: Any other questions, comments.
1128
01:48:41.610 --> 01:48:54.960
Antony Tseng: Yeah, I mean we. Is that something that we're, uh, we're encouraged to
blast it out on Facebook, social media role for or we're just kind of letting people
find their way there.
1129
01:48:56.070 --> 01:48:57.420
Antony Tseng: I mean this that
1130
01:48:57.660 --> 01:49:02.520
Flora: I mean, I know James had brought it up previously. But then there was a there
was an article
1131
01:49:03.780 --> 01:49:14.430
Flora: I think it was from miss those publications. But again, it's been a while.
And they they actually were encouraging, you know, sharing and promoting it in
communication.
1132
01:49:14.940 --> 01:49:26.670
Flora: And creating a creating a census month since Awareness Month. So it's
definitely something that districts are being encouraged to do, or at least they
were being encouraged to do. Yeah.
1133
01:49:28.230 --> 01:49:30.570
Antony Tseng: We do have that like that that
1134
01:49:31.740 --> 01:49:33.960
Antony Tseng: digital sign at the end of model on to
1135
01:49:36.540 --> 01:49:37.320
Antony Tseng: Yeah, exactly.
1136
01:49:37.350 --> 01:49:38.490
meredithheuer: Right, okay.

1137
01:49:39.090 --> 01:49:41.310
Matt Landahl: Oh, well, we can add to that.
1138
01:49:47.700 --> 01:49:49.500
awhite: Any other questions, comments.
1139
01:49:51.300 --> 01:49:52.860
awhite: I'm sorry blindside you for
1140
01:49:54.270 --> 01:49:55.920
Now I should do all the reading.
1141
01:49:57.780 --> 01:49:59.730
Flora: I'm working and teaching
1142
01:50:02.250 --> 01:50:03.000
As everyone knows,
1143
01:50:04.230 --> 01:50:18.540
awhite: Alright, so we're going to go to the consent agenda on the use of the
Consent Agenda permissive Board of Education to make more effective use of assigned
by adopting a single motion cover those relatively routine matters which are
included any member of the board who wish to discuss
1144
01:50:18.540 --> 01:50:20.910
awhite: Individually particular piece of business and a consent.
1145
01:50:20.910 --> 01:50:23.820
awhite: Agenda may also indicate in the animal be considered and put it
1146
01:50:23.820 --> 01:50:23.970
Craig Wolf: On
1147
01:50:24.930 --> 01:50:27.660
awhite: That's preserving the right verb board members be heard on any issue.
1148
01:50:28.140 --> 01:50:30.630
awhite: Is there anything on the Consent Agenda board member would like cold.

1149
01:50:36.960 --> 01:50:37.470
awhite: Hearing
1150
01:50:38.580 --> 01:50:41.820
awhite: Hearing none, I need a motion to adopt.
1151
01:50:42.870 --> 01:50:49.290
awhite: THE CONSENT AGENDA 10.01 through 10.16
1152
01:50:50.730 --> 01:50:51.240
Move.
1153
01:50:52.290 --> 01:50:53.070
awhite: That was Anthony
1154
01:50:53.550 --> 01:50:55.680
awhite: Second, that was Kristen.
1155
01:50:57.300 --> 01:50:58.590
awhite: Comments or questions.
1156
01:51:02.040 --> 01:51:05.340
awhite: hearing or seeing none. Can you guys when you say
1157
01:51:06.180 --> 01:51:11.010
awhite: A name or yes or no. Can you just do a thumbs up at about two, so I could do
a video, make sure
1158
01:51:11.340 --> 01:51:12.180
awhite: All in favor.
1159
01:51:13.140 --> 01:51:14.670
Antony Tseng: Aye. Aye.
1160
01:51:15.750 --> 01:51:17.040
Craig Wolf: Opposed. I

1161
01:51:20.670 --> 01:51:23.910
Craig Wolf: Craig. Are you opposed, no. Okay.
1162
01:51:25.440 --> 01:51:27.510
awhite: All right, a nine oh
1163
01:51:29.790 --> 01:51:31.170
awhite: Alright, um,
1164
01:51:33.090 --> 01:51:35.730
awhite: I need a motion to adjourn to executive session.
1165
01:51:37.020 --> 01:51:48.780
awhite: Um, to review the employment history of particular individuals and to seek
legal advice from the school attorney state law client attorney client privilege and
the board is not expect to take action after Executive Session.
1166
01:51:49.680 --> 01:51:50.280
Antony Tseng: So moved.
1167
01:51:54.480 --> 01:51:56.520
awhite: Was that Anthony and Kristen. I'm sorry I don't have the screen.
1168
01:51:57.810 --> 01:51:58.170
Kristan Flynn: For
1169
01:51:59.700 --> 01:52:00.570
Kristan Flynn: Alyssa, sorry.
1170
01:52:00.840 --> 01:52:02.340
Kristan Flynn: I can't see. You're not on my screen.
1171
01:52:03.060 --> 01:52:04.980
Antony Tseng: You just pop up as a special
1172
01:52:04.980 --> 01:52:05.550
Kristan Flynn: Guest Star.

1173
01:52:06.960 --> 01:52:08.130
James Case-Leal: Quick question about that.
1174
01:52:09.240 --> 01:52:12.090
James Case-Leal: And I probably should have read my emails closer. How are we doing
that.
1175
01:52:12.840 --> 01:52:21.480
awhite: So you're going to go to arm your Bo email and you're going to look at the
there's nine tiles on the top right hand corner.
1176
01:52:22.050 --> 01:52:32.070
awhite: And if you click on the nine tiles, you'll see that there's a Google meet
you go to Google me, and you'll see that there's an invitation in there for you to
join the Google meet
1177
01:52:32.310 --> 01:52:34.170
awhite: And that's where the executive session will be
1178
01:52:34.620 --> 01:52:38.640
Matt Landahl: I think you can also just go straight to the invitation that I sent to
your inbox to
1179
01:52:40.170 --> 01:52:40.650
James Case-Leal: out of sync.
1180
01:52:40.770 --> 01:52:44.880
James Case-Leal: So if I just want to call the number, it'll still work. Yes.
1181
01:52:45.660 --> 01:52:45.960
Elissa: Okay.
1182
01:52:45.990 --> 01:52:47.160
James Case-Leal: Thank you do
1183
01:52:47.340 --> 01:52:48.660
James Case-Leal: Do we know can we do that.
1184

01:52:48.810 --> 01:52:50.910
James Case-Leal: And stay in this meeting, or do we have to leave this meeting.
1185
01:52:50.910 --> 01:52:51.540
James Case-Leal: To go to that.
1186
01:52:51.750 --> 01:52:52.710
Craig Wolf: We gotta leave this
1187
01:52:52.830 --> 01:52:53.760
awhite: We have to leave this one.
1188
01:52:54.180 --> 01:52:55.800
Elissa: Camera can't work both
1189
01:52:58.080 --> 01:52:59.550
Craig Wolf: So, be clear on how to
1190
01:52:59.550 --> 01:53:00.330
awhite: Get to the
1191
01:53:00.750 --> 01:53:01.230
awhite: To the exact
1192
01:53:04.110 --> 01:53:05.610
Kristan Flynn: We just jump out of here. So,
1193
01:53:06.840 --> 01:53:08.460
Kristan Flynn: Do we have any action before we leave here.
1194
01:53:09.000 --> 01:53:15.630
awhite: Um, no, there's no action the germ of the meaning will be and the Executive
Session. So then that's the only action that we're
1195
01:53:16.020 --> 01:53:20.640
awhite: We would take is after the executive session we adjourn the meeting. So we
could do that in Executive Session.
1196

01:53:21.180 --> 01:53:24.420
awhite: Okay, so we'll leave here but Craig. Did you have a question.
1197
01:53:25.320 --> 01:53:30.570
Craig Wolf: I, yeah, I just found it can join by phone I see the numbers there. And
then there's a pin.
1198
01:53:31.740 --> 01:53:32.040
awhite: Yep.
1199
01:53:32.520 --> 01:53:32.730
Yeah.
1200
01:53:34.200 --> 01:53:36.810
Craig Wolf: Okay, are we taking a little bit of a break or what
1201
01:53:37.290 --> 01:53:40.170
awhite: Know if you need to go to the Great Britain.
1202
01:53:43.980 --> 01:53:44.040
awhite: Alright.
1203
01:53:45.120 --> 01:53:45.420
awhite: Guys.
1204
01:53:46.680 --> 01:53:47.250
awhite: Thank you all.

